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ABSTRACT 

ELECTRONIC AND SOLVENT EFFECTS ON MONOSACCHARIDE CONFORMATIONS 

CHRISTOPHER BEVAN BARNETT SEPTEMBER 2007 

The hydroxymethyl group rotational preferences of the monosaccharides glucose and 
galactose are different from each other and non-intuitive (from a steric point of view) in 
their preferences for gauche confonners. These molecules exhibit very different biological 
and thennodynamic properties in, for example their binding to glycosides or their liquid 
crystalline phases in glycolipids. The preference for gauche conformations has been 
attributed to solvent effects, stereoelectronic effects and hydrogen bonding; yet the 
experimentally obtained hydroxymethyl rotational populations have not yet been fully 
rationalised. 

In this dissertation, I have used a range of ab initio, Molecular Dynamics (MD), Quantum 
Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics (QM/MM) and free energy computational methods to 
resolve and explain this observation. The hydroxymethyl free energy surface was 
calculated using the Potential of Mean Force (PMF), umbrella sampling and Weighted 
Histogram Analysis Methods (WHAM). The PMF calculations were performed in the 
canonical (NVT) ensemble in the gaseous and aqueous phase where each monosaccharide 
was modelled with Parameter Model 3 for Carbohydrates (PM3CARB-I). Density 
Functional Theory (OFT) calculations were also carried out and Atoms in Molecules 
(AIM) and Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) analyses were applied. 

Gaseous phase simulation results for both glucose and galactose gave hydroxymethyl 
rotational preferences of gg>tg>gt and gt>gg>tg respectively. These confonnational 
preferences can be rationalised in terms of an intrinsic stereoelectronic effect (found from 
NBO calculations) and strong intramolecular hydrogen bonding (found in the tg conformer 
of glucose and the gg conformer of galactose using AIM) in the gaseous phase. 

The addition of solvent (water) was found to disrupt the intramolecular hydrogen bonding 
present in the gaseous phase. Hydroxymethyl rotational preferences in the solution phase 
were gg>gt>tg for glucose and gt>tg>gg for galactose. The population distributions in 
solution were also calculated for glucose as gg:gt:tg = 59.21 :34.88:0.83 and for galactose 
as gg:gt:tg = 3.32:79.60: 1 0.15. These populations agree favourably with experimental 
NMR populations. The solvent conformational preference is dominated by the intrinsic 
stereoeIectronic effect and steric interactions. The gauche effect in monosaccharides has 
been successfully rationalised. 
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GLOSSARY 

Ab initio - "from first principles", this term is applied to quantum mechanics methods to 
let one know that no experimental data has been used, only fundamental physical constants 
and the necessary rigorous approximations. 

AIM - Atoms in Molecules; A topological analysis of the wave function put forward by 
Bader and implemented into the AIM2000 program by Biegler-Konig, Schonbohm and 
Bayles. 

AMI - Austin Modell, a Semi Empirical model proposed by Dewar. 

AMBER - Assisted Model Building and Energy Refinement, a Molecular Mechanics 
(MM) "engine". 

Angstrom or A - A unit of measure which is equivalent to 1 0- 10 m. 

Anomer - Refers to the differing directionality of an anomeric substituent, e.g. A pyranose 
ring can have two forms, one form has the anomeric substituent axial (or alpha) and the 
other has the anomeric substituent equatorial (or beta), these are termed anomers. 

Anomeric carbon - The carbon of pyranose rings which was a ketone or an aldehyde 
before the ring closing reaction occurred. 

Anomeric effect - A stereoelectronic effect which favours the axial over the equatorial 
anomeric substituent of pyranoses when the anomeric substituent is electronegative. 

AO - Atomic Orbital. 

au - Atomic Units. 

BSSE - Basis Set Superposition Error. 

CD - Circular Dichroism. 

CHARMM - Chemistry at Harvard Molecular Mechanics. CHARMM is a Molecular 
Mechanics and dynamics "engine". 

CI - Configuration Interaction. 

CMO - Canonical Molecular Orbital. 

CSFF - Carbohydrate Solution Force Field. 
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Density - The number (as of particles) per unit of measure. 

DFT - Density Functional Theory. 

Disaccharide - A dimer consisting of two monosaccharides covalently bonded by a 
glycosidic linkage. 

DNA - Deoxyribonucleic acid. 

Enantiomer - Structures that are not identical, but are mirror images of each other. 

ESS - Electronic Structure System e.g. GAMESS-UK. 

Exo-anomeric effect - Similar to the anomeric effect. It describes the preference of the 
anomeric substituent OR (alkoxy group) to be gauche to the sugar monosaccharide ring. 

FEP - Free energy perturbation method. 

fs - femtosecond, a unit of time equivalent to 10- 15 seconds. 

Galactose - A simple monosaccharide, unless otherwise specified or illustrated this should 
be taken to mean ~-D-galactopyranose which has all but the 4-hydroxyl group equatorial. 

GAMESS-UK - Generalised Atomic and Molecular Electronic Structure System (from 
the United Kingdom). 

Gauche effect - This is the tendency for the adoption of gauche (synclinal) conformations 
about a torsional angle C-X-Y -C or X-C-C-Y where X and Yare electronegative atoms or 
simply the preference for the maximum number of gauche (synclinal) interactions between 
electron pairs and/or polar bonds. 

GHO - Ghost Hybrid Orbital. 

Glucose - A simple monosaccharide, unless otherwise specified or illustrated this should 
be taken to mean ~-D-glucopyranose which has all hydroxyl groups equatorial. 

GROMOS - Gronigen Molecular Simulation program. 

GTO - Gaussian type orbital. 

HOMO - Highest occupied molecular orbital. 

Hybrid methods - A method that models a system using a combination of other 
computational methods, e.g. OM/MM. 
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Hydroxymethyl- The alcohol moiety of a monosaccharide which contains the greatest 
degree of flexibility (also called the primary alcohol as it is covalently bonded to a carbon 
with only one other substituent). The torsional rotational angle for this group is usually 
denoted 05-C5-C6-06 or C4-C5-C6-06. 

in vacuo - In the gaseous phase. 

IR - Infrared spectroscopy. 

kcal- kilocalories, a unit of energy measure equivalent to 1000 calories or 4.184 kJ 
(kilojoules). 

LCAO - Linear combination of atomic orbitals. 

LDA - Local Density Approximation. 

LSDA - Local Spin Density Approximation. 

LUMO - Lowest unoccupied molecular orbital. 

MC - Monte Carlo. 

MD - Molecular Dynamics. 

MM - Molecular Mechanics. 

MO - Molecular orbital theory. 

Monosaccharide - The monomer of higher saccharides. Monosaccharides are of the 
family of aldoses and ketoses. These can exist in chain or ring form. The ring form (hemi
acetal or acetal) is more prevalent and 5- and 6-membered rings are commonly observed 
(pyranose and furanose rings respectively). 

MPn - Moller Plesset theory with an nth order correction. 

IlVT - The grand canonical ensemble, a statistical ensemble with fl (the chemical 
potential), V (volume) and T (temperature) constant. 

NAO - Natural Atomic Orbital. 

NBO - Natural Bond Orbitals or Natural Bond Orbital analysis. 

NHO - Natural Hybridised Orbital. 

NLMO - Natural Localised Molecular Orbital. 
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NMR - Nuclear Magnetic Resonance spectroscopy. 

NPT - The isothermal-isobaric ensemble, a statistical ensemble with N (number), P 
(pressure) and T (temperature) constant. 

os - nanosecond, a unit of time equivalent to 10-9 seconds. 

NVE - The microcanonical ensemble, a statistical ensemble with N (number), V (volume) 
and E (energy) constant. 

NVT - The canonical ensemble, a statistical ensemble with N (number), V (volume) and T 
(temperature) constant. 

Oligosaccharide - A carbohydrate chain consisting 2 or more monosaccharides. 

ORD - Optical rotatory dispersion. 

PES - Potential Energy Surface. 

PM3 - Parameterised Model 3, a Semi Empirical model. 

PM3CARB-l - Parameterised Model 3 for carbohydrates, a Semi Empirical model 
developed by McNamara. 

PMF - Potential of Mean Force. 

Polysaccharide - A carbohydrate or sugar. A polymer consisting of many 
monosaccharide monomers. 

Primary alcohol- See hydroxymethyl. 

ps - picosecond, a unit of time equivalent to 10-12 seconds. 

QM - Quantum Mechanics. 

QMlMM - Quantum Mechanics/Molecular Mechanics. See hybrid methods. 

RHF - Restricted Hartree-Fock theory. 

ROHF - Spin-Restricted Open-shell Hartree-Fock theory. 

RNA - Ribonucleic acid. 

Rotamer - A rotational conformer about a torsional angle. 
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SCF - Self-consistent Field Theory. 

Secondary alcohol - An alcohol group attached to a carbon with two other substituents. 
See primary alcohol. 

Stereoelectronic effect - Chemical consequences of the arrangement of orbitals in space. 

STO - Slater-type orbital. 

Tetrahydropyran - a saturated six-membered ring containing five carbon atoms and one 
oxygen atom. This can be considered the core of a monosaccharide without any 
substituents attached. 

UHF - Spin-Unrestricted Hartree-Fock Theory. 

WHAM - Weighted Histogram Analysis Method. 
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Chapter 1 

INTRODUCTION TO ELECTRONIC EFFECTS IN MONOSACCHARIDES 

1.1 Biological role of saccharides 

Polysaccharides are polymers formed from monosaccharides which primarily consist of 

carbon, hydrogen and oxygen. Poly- or monosaccharides are commonly referred to as 

carbohydrates or sugars. They are often only thought of as an energy resource but these 

macromolecular entities have a complex conformational phase space and perform a 

multitude of biological functions. 

Phosphorylated sugars are key intermediates in energy generation and biosynthesis while 

glycogen is used to store energ/. Structural support or scaffolding functionality is 

provided by cellulose and lignin in plants and chitin in arthropods 1,2. Even the genetic 

building blocks ribonucleic acid (RNA) and deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA) contain sugars; 

the sugars ribose and deoxyribose provide a structural framework for RNA and DNA, 

while the conformational flexibility of these sugars assists in the storage and expression of 
. . .c . I 2 genetic mlormatlon ' . 

Another biologically common and diverse form in which carbohydrates occur are 

glycoproteins. These biologically ubiquitous entities consist of proteins linked to 

carbohydrates. The unique oligosaccharide tags on the protein make cell-cell recognition 

possible which forms an important part of the immune response process l
. 
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FigLJrC 1.1 - [1.""-,,, - • glycuproLein co,"a , ni,¥~ tl", " p"~cin part" (~dl",' ri~) o"d "cathoh)-dr"," r.rf' 

(0011 ""d <lid) (""""led from Stry""). 

Figure 1.1 g.i,cs an cxample of lilc ~ lycOf1rotein elastase. which is a prOleasc (an enzyme 

(hm breaks down t~her prt~eins). ~:Ia,(a,e target, (m. conne~[i\"e [i"lLe pmtein elastin and 

(he Qligosaccharide chain, (indicakd b} tl'" ball and sticl models in Figure 1.1) are , ·ifal 

fQl" nlQlecular recQgnitiQn'. 

1.2 The role of lite monomer 

The in(ric-ale fold ing and conformational preference, Qf PQlymeric san-harides can l>e 

undcrstOC>d ~y consi<kring toc complexi!y of Ihe mOliomcric and dimeric Uiti!s. Even 

oIigo,acch"ri<ks ha'c a great varict~ of conj;,rmmiOlts "v~ilable 10 tlJem ~rKI this variety 

call be directl:- allrib\J!ed to fhe mliltiple homlil1g si tcs: primar: ,md sccond"r:- "lcoilOl 

<legree, of fi-cedom ,md ring puckering "bilily ormor\Osa~charides (10 be discllssed in lhe 

Ilext few pageB). 

\1onosaccharides h",e "t le"st 3 c"rlx,ns in " chain "nd arC aldehyde:; or ketones with 

multiple hydl"QxyJ gmups. "here the m0lKlSacch~,ide' "ilh G ca,i:><,lls are mOlt COlll1ll0n. 

They haoe a ,(ro"g ten.ienc} (0 cydise ,-i" hcmiacelal or accfal Rmnalion ' The ~:-di,a(iOli 

equilibrium p"",ess i, ,hown in Figure 1.2. 
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00 " ~"'-""'---~~~----"-~ 
00, " ~ 

" G' 

" CH,CII 

Figure 1.2 - 1\ rq,rc"",nlalion or the <li lrl""n: fl>rn" lJf D-~I L",">l' On l'_C Jell ;, " Fi:;c~,- p"j"" li", of ,,_c 

>!nu)lhl ,-'-ain IOfm . Cll)C~wi "" Iron ll'p ,i.h<: u-ll-~l,,,,opyr.n()"': ~- l)..~I""up) nlr>O>cc D-gl""" !',.-.. "",,, ,<I ... 

" ju ll'- I~.!d ,,,,,an, oither fl (~ ~1 

i1le cxampl~ in Figure 1.2 is 111..11 of D-gluco'iC (D designates the enantiomcr lI nder 

c() n s id erati(~l ) _ A r ische r projection of the straig ht cha in form is on the le ft. 'Ihi, Can 

cycii,e to !'Hm pyrallo,,, or l'urallme ring' ",flen the a lclehyde lLmlergo", tlLldeophil il' 

aUllCl from e ither of the Iwo cil'cled ako f.ol grOLlp,; . Attock can occur trom ei ther face of 

the ,p' hybddised aldehyd ic ce ntre yidding two pyranose arid two flLnmo>e l1lmloc)clcs, 

jnc pyrwlO'(; form s are most al>LJnd~ nt ~tJd OCCOUll t tor LLp to 99% of D·g lllCOSC in 

,oiulion . 'r he g lllC'()ryranos~ ring wilh lhc axial ,uoslitllent on lhe anotnel'ic cal'bon 

(previously the ,pc' hybridi s.(; d ce ntre ()rtlle ~ld~hyd~J i, c,alkd u-D -glucopy ranose "hil~ 

th~t ,,·ith th~ ~qllmO l'ial hydroxyl group is lahclcd Il-D-gJu copyra no,«:. 

E~h pyranme 10'- hexose) ring ha< mlL ltiple hydroxyl group, and 1\'0 pyram sc ring, can 

join lO~cther by ~ co ndensat ion reaction (kiss of wmcr - SC~ r i~ure 1.3) to fonn 

- 3 -
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glycosidi~ally linked di-, lri·, oligo·(I\"', lh",~ and a f~w linked monomns) aoo 

po IJ"s",,~harides (mulliple- lill k~d morlOm~rsl"). 

" - , 

.-t\-- ,. 'D / • ( '-, ~ , 
" 

• " '" " 

'" 
, 

" 

" .. ~ .. -<~, ~' .. ~"'''-''' '" ,', , .... .." 

" -
," """"ok. ""'.,. 

'" I' j }'>< 

I ' 
, , ,/, " , 

'" , " ,,- ,_. 
,,,""'"' ~""",,...,.. 

,. ~ '-'-..... 

_ .. ,-- .... ~~ .. ~"," 
_ _ _ " .... "'~'x"". 

Fi~ore 1.J - 'S<.h<""'tic of two "lOO""Kxh.1<i d<s .ioi"i',. (l,.,.j in gi (0 t",rn I ,1- .11ld , ··,4' ~ 1}o,,, id,," I I ) 

lin~cJ Ji"'"h""i~ "" FLI~I,.,r I\\NnmiOlI of &iy"",idic li,>k"~<s ~i' ", oIi~o- (he" po!)","charides (I ,urn 

Li" <lM>4'). 

Th~ ,trllC\lIral divcrsity .~~n LII calhohydl'a\cs is doc to th~ir abi lity to h~"e mulliplc JX1ints 

of connl"Ction as "dl '" their fkdbk natll"' , Th~,~ "poims of coor.;ct ion'"· lhe II ydrox: I 

gr,)ups - are either primary or s""oooa,), hydro~yls lalta~hc'd to a primary Or s<;colldary 

carbon), Thc primory hydrox~1 group, hol'c an (I (axial) or r (equatorial) configuration 

allowing lin a hugl' .arid J oj' bmnched Or 'tmight chaiJl pol},accharid~" 

Linkagc. ~r~ d~notoo by the C~rb<1I1 atoms in Ih" attachment a' wdl as tlk orienlalion of 

toc liJlkag~ (Sc~ rigur~ 1.3 . tll~ oriellt~tion~ orc rIOt e~ pliCltIJ sho" n), l he fie'ihle nature 

ofsa~charides results not onl:- from th~ ability oftoc rill!; to comort arid "nip"' (pu<: kcr). 

hut also from the rolati onal fle~i hj lil:, that e"j,t, about the glyco,idic linkag~. betweell 

monomcr>. 

The free ~nergy , ,,,face for cycloh~Mlll' illu .trakd ill Figure 1.4 ,IIOWS the djffcr~nt ring 

<:Ol1formatioll' common to (,-memhered rillgs dike pyranoses) as "dl a, toc ~ocrgy 

required to ·'flip·· betwCCIl th~m , 11 i, qlli1c ck~1' that the chair conformer is 1TIOSt stable 
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, 

---------
Rcatlil:ln coordinate 

r, ..... I 4 - f\ tr<e """'~) <..n_ I~ ".. in'<I<""" .of <:>d~I"" .... · 1'1<>1<" Iluo lht .h.Llr ,'MI ................. ' ""'" 

~etr."'" C,"jd<n't 

'm P)"">OOC ' Ings 11 .. J)\~jo,ib k: " nJ; forlJl~ a,~ i nU'"31~d '" Figur~ 15. 

0 
, , • .~ . .'-::'J ~, l/J i\ • ~ • , 

• , , 
• . .- , '" 

, , 
"',~ 

I ill<'''' l.~ - n, .. (o-",,,,,. <>I' 10< nno; r ... ",. ul ItI''''',J",p;ran>. the ""1';,:1.1 • ..,.) 1<\,,,,, ......... "'" 
...,,""""[""'" , oJ :he S.q>.T.>Ub '<Top. "' ... "'- ,, ~ .. ~ I&l..m, "'" Jho.".~ ,~ MI"" lht rl ... ", "I' .... ""I ( 

>t.onJ> "- ,-lour. B lUI bm ... S lor ... ,~, ..... 11 ~,. h"t~t..i, (F """ I.i~·~ 

\\ hen ~ub>lilull-d, Ihe Ting (;,.,,,,, 3'" nOI r q ui , olem in cncTg). In mOllos",,~ h< .. ioJ,'. !.Il<: h ,~ 

1,:111<:("": tlK'"'c , ch~ir (no lll end~l"( t t~pln'll<>d in "'SUI'C 1.5) is f3" Olll'l'<i a< Ille 'e, d~lil 
hal n lLl1l~rolll lIllf",our1lhle a~i ,\ 1 in~ r~li"n., (a ll hydrox) I gro Ll pl are a~ l al/. Tl1is i> 

illuStrated ill rigLLft: 1.6 . 

. ~ . 
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HO, 
0,H 

c, 

O,H 

I'i~u"e 1.6 - II:u str;llio!, ufthe "e, ,,,,,iT " Kllh~ 'c, d>Li, whe"" ,;uhmif'. label, TOk,. [0 ,~,,~ nl.mbcTing 

,,\:01." lhe ril\~ 1'1" '(, is '",ulIT«l k~·.l""· o!' Lbe ",ial grulip ,'eric' ,'Ia,hing in 'c, . (f.xtCdc10d fmnl 

~kN"'~T.'1 

Th~ h,tiroxymnhyl or primal) ~Ioohol n1(~ ety prm'i<;le , m"re fk;::ibility than Thc 

sec(mdal)' alcooo is as it ha~ an CMr::t alOIn which provides an C'{lra dcgree of roIaliOfl~1 

fr<::edoill. The gr<::at IJc;::ibilily of the primary akoool i, lLtilis~d dkcti,d, by anima l, 

whidl store gil"'''''' ill the fl'"n of glynlg~n. a large hranched polymer_ \\0<1 01" (he 

glucose unils are linked "iln ,,· I_,j gly(o,;dic I:ww:b hut apP10Xilnately ncry 10th 

rcsidllC has an (1·1_6 linkagc. 11lcsc 1--->6 iLnbg~s lLnproW th~ ,oluhilil, oj' gl, cogeLl 

mak ing (he glucose swred in gl}cogen a tllOt"(" readily accc%ibic encrgy rcsource'. 

The examp l ~ of glycogen J"""""trates lhm a linkage im 01 ,. Lng the hydrox}l1lethy I group 

pro, ilk;, added (lexibi lit)_ n~ h}droxyrne lhyl group Ims three 'taggered rotamers "r 

. (, . 
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conforme" ~txl1l 1 lh~ ",-ang le (S~e F i glLr~ 1.7) u~n oleJ gauc he-gmoc he (ggJ< galochC-lrall, 

(gtl ~ 1x1 tran,-gal~he (lg) ('lee Figu re I ~ J . 

Fig .... 1.7 - A 'err<"""Mion of D_gl""""" ";'0 ,0. l)-d1'(l' ,-melhyl \(If""",1 on gle i nJica<c'd b, "' (1l.I-CI

CI>-()(,). 

TI,e li"l uc>c ripl ioll (gal",he- Of lrall,-) reier, to lhc rcialioll hetwecn the 05 arKl (.lo6 atoms 

~s give" by tile ()5-C5-C(r06 l,,,-, ional angle "'. TIle ",conu dese ri p!i"n (-gallcl", or-

trans I ref"" h., tile r<'lmion l>elw~en lhe C4 alld 0(' at(~l1S "' given by the C4-C5-Cl,-06 

(' >["li''''.11 ~ng le . TIlCle rotamcrl arc shown in l'i gUle I.S. 

1 l1e hydrox, mdhyl grolLp rOlalion i, of i llk r~,t dlLe 10 tl-\., e>.lra confonna!ional freeuom it 

imparl, 10 lhe l1l01lo,accharick. ~OO ulLe 10 lhe importance of lhe 1----->6 linkage in higher 

s:lccharides. (I, IJ-D-gi1lc'1')Tan'l5<: ~n d (I, IJ -D-galactopyr~r")lc ~rc corm.",,,I) observed 

hexapyrano"" and this r"",arch will cons ider b<lth p~ raJ~'s.cs "ith cmpllalis Orr tlK: l' t'''m. 
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1.3 Conformaliona 1 spacf a nd Slfn·""Ie,",roni~ dIcct. 

!"he mOIl ha lie t)OmerIClalure arxl some inteR'Sling biological f ulletiollillit) of s.accllarides 

11<1' e he~n delcribed. Whal abow Ihe j,,/erac tiom that affrCltheir C"onJi'lrmw io",,{ I"p'=? 

I h~LT ar~ a LULl11 her of ill ~roclions. al play and m~n) of th~m ari", from the eyc I ie structure 

of 11l0nO\-<1cchari,\el. Thele inciu(k r"puls-ioo of I. .l diaxial ring IUb~liluent s I,'an (k. 

Waall repLLI~ions.) and t1(\fl·bonded 1Il:"rac'li",,, i.~, "Ieclmslali<: interactiOll~ and Olher van 

okr W",tls iL1l~ractiolls hetween ~toms', H)d rc'ge n bonding can al,o play a s.igniftcanl rok 

in tkl~tminillg ~!ructure, whel'e illt"mlok~lI lar bonds (e,g_ wi th IO I'em) ~nd 

illtramolecula r 0011<1, can OlTIIt. Tho.: ,o l\'~nl u",d lin mOlt hioklgical s.)lleln, tlii s is "ala) 

greall) an;"~ls th" wnfomml i",ml freedom of a carboh:'drat~, 'I'll<' polarit) of 111" SOI",,"1, 

ils ability 10 foml hydrogell handl al well ~I tile so lwnt"s abilily 10 act as a dided. ic (alld 

SC"'~l1 charge) can a II aftccl how a sa~~harilk tolds, 

( 'ena ill conflglLralional and conformalional pn:kn:llc~s can onl y h~ tksc.i hed in lerms. of 

>1ereo,:k'dronL~ dfh-!S, "S(,,,,'(}(;ketnmic clT~c!, are chemical conlequences of die 

al,-ang"lllell1 of orhi(als ill lpace" -'_ A n~ml,<,]' of ,1~",odec1ronic dk~lS exisl in 

carhohydrates. s.uch al tile an()tTleric, ""o-anorn~l'ic ~nd ga "dl': ,'m'~l. 

1..3. 1 The anomcrir effect 

In most m"nocycl ic s:' st~ms. (cycl~~ane derivatives.) on~ ""peCtl a slIosli(lLelll (0 ~lbpl 

tile eq uator ial POS ilLoo ra(h,'r than lh" ax~tl posilioo_ This argument i, hased lLpon 

un/~\'ourabk Sl"l'i~ ilm'mctior!> pR'SC'1lI in (Ii" axial po<;ilion wllLsiL1g i1 10 he ~L1ergelieally 

di,tavo lLr~d ",h':n ~ompar"d (0 lh~ eq~atorial position-', I'rn, ehair conformer with tl", 

largest L1lLmher of e4u:tlorial suhstitlLents. arxl the least lo nelinal (gawhe) ill1eraclioos. 

sh<llLld he favolLred_ This is the Cal<: lor !etruhydl'O-211-poran-2..;-.1 (Figure 1,9) "hieh 

timmrs trn, ~'llLat"rial chair in a calio of «:p - 11 :8Q'_ 
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but more u-D-glucose is present"f equilibrium (Scc Figure I.10a) Ihan predicted hy " 

f"-1",ly ,reric argument wilh "rlllio of (1'11 - 36:64, If ~ I:>\llkicr SlJbstifUCnl is "uachcd to loc 

"nomeric carbon the ~qu"t",i,,1 ('Onflg lLration i, nre;;led 10 I:>e more dorninanl. biiscd 

purel) on ,tcri<.: groonlis. lnslc..J the «-anOmer bccol1wS m",e dominant, In I';]ct 1-

mcln.,H.y-D-glucopyranosc al cqllil ibrium [",'ours loc more slerk"l ly hindered axi"l 

conligllralion (See Figure I_I ~b) oj' loc ring in " rroportion 01''''11 - "'7:33 L,','''-

Anoll1eri<; ",Lb,litution by otocr de\:lronegati\'e slL\>stituenlS sllCh as bl'Oll1i,k;: and chloridc 

"I", yield, a f",")u",d ,,~i" l c(~ltigumti on_ In the"" ca~s II", convc rsion bel\\ccn 1\IlOmCr> 

c~nnot occur vi" hemiaceta l or acetal orcning ~nd closu re, instcad iflhe cicctroneg<lli,e 

substituenl exhibits a slmng ~ rIOugh ~ nect tlx: 'c I chair c~n /lip to become Ihe· Ie, chair' , 

Thi, p",ferm..:~ for Ihe ,,,,ial ..:onliguration lit the 2-po,iti(~1 of letrahydrop:rilns "ith 

clectronegativc SlJbstitucnts is termcd fhc arlOrnef ic cffect", AllCrrlillivci), tlx: anorneric 

elTeet is th~ dfeci "hich prl.,viJes ","b il i,alion of Ihe a~ial ,""b'lillLenl ,tlch Il,", Ihe 

inh~r~nl 'I~ric hi,e, oflhe 'Ub'liloclll is ovcrcome"_ 

An e~plan"l i oo for the ~rI(ltl"'ri<' effeCI b", hcen given in lenl1S of dirole -Jipol~ 

inferoctions "here the confortl1~ti"" in which the dirx' I~' parlillily cancel (1<11 i, titV(1<I",d 

ovCr the (me in which Ihc dipoles Slrenglocn each olher-l (Sce l'igurc I, II) , 

, 
""'01 

",o_\\~O~ 
lleO-.\.--"" A~ + 

Act) Ell 1 

'"""",...-.en;, t 
I."""" 0,' ''''' 
,,'W"''' ;'' ,,,.ct 

l'ig"'. , II _ Ili[""le mnnlC"" for . " :>C<I)I :><cJ m J I>r,. ni ,,,,,,,J Oc ri,,",i\< 01 glum,,,- TlI< e4l,,"~iol 

cmf"..--mCf ;' «l (he lelt on-J (1-..' .,i,1 C,,""~"}C~ ",,!lI< ri~h«rrom I 'ndltor'>!'!. 

An all~rnal ive e>.pillnal,pn I,,, Ihi, prctCr~ncc is a slcrcoclcctronic OIIC. High~ >1 occupied 

rTlOle\:ul~r orhiwl (HO\!O) 10 1()"~SI (}"c-tlp i~ d Ill" I~":lIll1r orhital (U: MO) inleracli"n, for 
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e"'-'n of the a~ial and equator ia l ~Onf(lI111ers of I -Ilwthox} -D·gl ucopyranosc ar~ possib le. 

Th~ rx)l~r1 [ia l H0\10-LUMO Inlcrad ion bClwcrn Ihe oxygen lone rair and antihondil1£ 

orbi l11, ar~ ,]"", n in Figure 1.12. 

'~'*\ H \ __ ~O __ :( 

,--,Me 

axial a lone pair <~,,~ C-H axial 0 lone pair-,'! ' C-O 

Fi o'dre 1.12 1'0t<l>,i"1 (~hitll intcl'.ctict1, 1>,,1\1<0" lh., 0';,1 k<>< poi,. ~C Ih<- rir>~ "~}~,, ",><J Lh,- 3IHibcTh];ng 

<rbit.i, (cr' • ",A In''''" J ()f C-II iil1 tl1< <'I""",-j.1 ",nt,wn",,) onu (-0 lin 'he ",;.1 ('ool(,nTLl7) (From 

E;an,'I, 

l"l~c trollegati\'e aloms (X, Y) other than oexygen. ~xh i bi ! thi s dkcl and" more generi" 

pjranosc ,kriv~[i\' c is shown in Figure 1.13, ill which the owrlap and mb ita l diagram fill 

t<mui ng and ant i-honding orb ital over lap (1I0~10-U;~10 ovel'lap) ~re ilhlslrm~J, This i, 

t~I1Md n~gari\'e nypcl'conjugat i.on ~ nd le~Js to an energy kl"Cril1g '. 

, 
0" ,tw,,1 

E\ 
I 

\ ,., ... 
lE 

\I "" ; ' 

Figure I 1-' \n ",i.1 "'''''' ' "' ora ,,,I,,,,;,,,,,,,,, r}1">= tkri".li,,- (Iell). n,,- L1O<1-Oond;ng .1.oc'l'Cm ci Y ""d 

tl", antilx",,1;1"i orbiLOI ~. ,he CoX bond"", ,.0""" (m;dd!c). 11" filled """ O,"lU;"S "xl omp') ",. ;lx>r><l ;<lg 

",oiu,l, ,><J' LlI;' tu forLlI " lilleJ ID'wer .n<rgy 0";"",1 ,,><I ,n "rn pL.)· h; ~;'l~ cn'-'~)' "'0;",1 (' ;ghLI (hom 

LinJl,.,..,,') 
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11,,, anomerle dT""t (-an also f>e descrif>eci as a preference for gallChe l,yr.;l inal) 

inte ra~t ions . If one con,iders the interactions o<:CIlrring aero,.' The X-e-Y-C lInil (S"e 

Figure 1,13), the axial conlormer shown has lhe CoX botld gallch~ 10 lh" ('5 - Y N>IId 

"h"r",1S in tht. equatorial I"rm Ih is would he in tfle trans Clt" i ~ntation. Thll', the ga ucoc 

fonn i, prer"lwd. 

1,3.2 Tbe exo-anomerk ~ff~ct 

The exo-aoomnic cllcct i, , imilar to the mKlmcr ic eff"c( in that il 'pecities tile prefcr~ncc 

for lh" gaLk: he wnfonn"l"S about (l-e-(l-Il honcis, Specifically. it sp.:;; ilic, tile prcierence 

lilr the anomeric suhsliluents (usual ly ()-I{ (~Ikoxy) groups) of twahydropyran, to be in 

the gaudle lorm. I' igurc 1,14 lk:pic:b lhree a>.ial and th,ee equalorial fimn, of 2-

al~oxytctmhydropyran' , 

" 
Figuro 1.14 

,,,,rahydrnpyraIlS (Marked!\ I,,, " i.1 and E Ii~ <qlL""~iaI J (E"'r,,,,:ed t,om Urhy'). 

Ih" confonnec> lhal minimi ", st"ric cla,hin~ and ma",ml8e lhe h~pe":l>lljug~tive 

int"mclions are fa,mlred. I he:>: ar" AI and EI (See Figure 1,14). ~igllre 1.1 5 i llu'1r~te, 

lhat A l i, favoured 0\'e,'\3 becalLse , [",melectronic intemclions arc maximi,cd ~nd ,tL.,-ic 

interacl ion, minimised (Se~ F i~ure, I, 14 ~nd 1. 15). 
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(.(!! 
\,,-0 R 

---- -----

R Favoured 

Fi¥"", I I~ - 'I he . ,,,,,,,,,,k co,t.)11 to o'Y~on hood i.1 il><iic,,,d (left). I he 'wo (_i1l:.>nJ mtOllle" (midJl < 

ulld righ<) "" b,-"h g,udlt, rot"rnc~' _ fhe ;a\()(Jloo mtamcr IilldicalCd) "'" lavnLLr.l>k "crc<",I<c~l()nic 

on!","",-,i(J", while miOlimi>ing ""r"oLLrouk 'lc~", ci.:;hc, (ExlTac",j J"," h.n,'). 

/.3.3 Th~ gau"h~ effed 

The gaudoc dT~,,{ j, {h~ kn<.iCll<:Y lilT the adoption of gauc he (,)ndill~ l ) conionnaliull' 

about" (or,ionai ~ng l e C-X-Y-C or X-C-C-Y wher~ X and Yare electmnegmi\ c Qtom' or 

,imply the preference 10.- lhe rna.\irllllrll num hcr or gauche (sync] i nal) imcrae!'.,,,, 1X:1WCC!l 

electroll pa;" "",-V()r polar rnmJ,,,,'"· I, 

An improved del'nition prorosed OJ f;.irh) j, h"s~J uro" tm, siereoeiecironi" (orb ila l

based) argu ment< di>cu"eci ~arli "r: "There j< a stere",,]eciron ic rr~f~r~n('~ li,,

conforlllmionl in I\hich Ihe \>e>1 donor lone rair " r bond i; antiperiplanar to tlle \>est 

acceptor bond'" I . 

T he don()rs an d acCepl()rS i n Je"r~asi ng "hi IiI} are 

\lhCL"C n is a IlOn ·t>"ndmg orb ilal. 0 is allocclIp.cd Le"is (or bonding) "rhilal and iI" and 

o' are tile UllOCcllried non-I ,C\\' is (or in th IS casc. ant iborJd ing) orbitals. 

Simrk , ub>!ilutcd alkancs in "hich tile gmoche dIce! ocCms indude l, 2-d ifllMlToclhaneI2 

amI 1,2-ethan e .. di "I", In 1.2 .. di tl uometlk'llle Ih e gauclle effect can l>e 11e;),I), llescr il>ed in 

l"l1m of accertor-donor car"hi I it y' _ Tioc f","ourah le ""-_El-H" ('_, inte"lCtions olLlw~i gh the 

<teric preference for Ille t\\O fiLl()ri" e, to be ami-p"riplanar (trans]_ Ahhough C- l I bond, 

arC IIOl thc mo,1 conv inc ing dOIlL,r orhital, th ey me beller than lhe c .. r orbitals, It is "licn 
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easIer to think of these systems avoiding less preferred interactions (i.e. trans C-X 

donor/acceptor interactions) rather than having a preference for gauche interactions8
. 

However, for I ,2-ethane-diol the gauche preference can be understood by taking hydrogen 

bonding into account rather than the gauche effect 1 
3 

14. 

This gauche stereoelectronic effect is of particular interest as it is directly relevant in 

determining the conformational freedom about the hydroxymethyl (primary alcohol) of 

monosaccharides and 1-6 linkages of higher saccharides (The hydroxymethyl group is an 

O-C-C-O fragment with two vicinal oxygen atoms). 

1.4 Experimental techniques applied to carbohydrates 

Carbohydrates are difficult to study experimentally because of their highly flexible nature. 

The wide variety of experimental methods available includes crystallographic techniques, 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR), optical rotatory dispersion (ORO), ultrasonic 

spectroscopy, circular dichroism and neutron diffraction. 

Solid state techniques such as X-ray crystallography do not necessarily reproduce the 

correct conformational ratios that would be observed in solution. Furthermore, 

polysaccharides can be difficult to crystallise and the method of crystallisation (solvent 

from which we crystallise, crystal inducement method) can affect the conformation that is 

observed in the crystal 15. 

NMR techniques have been widely applied to carbohydrates in a number of solvents and 

can give insight into conformational aspects of these moleculesl602o. The effect of a solvent 

can also be considered21
• Sometimes experimental results can be ambiguous depending on 

how proton signals are assigned (Specifically in the case of negative tg populations21
) 

Optical rotatory dispersion experiments show whether polarised light is rotated in a dextro

or l<evo-rotatory manner (right or left rotation from a reference). These techniques have 

been particularly useful in calculating equilibrium anomeric (a:~) ratios7
• 

Ultrasonic spectroscopy has recently been applied to aqueous carbohydrate solutions to 

observe the kinetics of ring puckering and hydroxymethyl rotation22
• 

- 14 -
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The spectra from circular dichroism have been used to gain insight into the rotational 

dependence of the hydroxymethyl group and to analyse 0Iigosaccharides23
,24, Recently the 

circular dichroic exciton chirality method has been applied to chromophorically substituted 

gluco- and galactopyranosides25
,26, 

Neutron diffraction methods as applied to carbohydrates have also received a lot of 

exposure due to the work of Brady et al.27
,28, Water structuring and solution dynamics29 as 

well as hydroxymethyl rotations27 have been investigated using this method. 

1.5 Computational and theoretical methods applied to carbohydrates 

Computational studies of carbohydrates have included Molecular Mechanics (MM) and 

Molecular Dynamics (MD) calculations (covered in Chapter 2 and 3), Quantum Mechanics 

(QM) techniques (Chapter 2) and hybrid QM/MM methods (Chapter 2). 

MM and MD approaches have been used to examine the behaviour of glycosidic 

linkages30
-
32

, as well as the hydroxymethyl group rotations27 
. The effect of water 

structuring around sugars has also been investigated with MD simulations33
. 

Static QM calculations have been used to describe the torsional rotation energies of 

carbohydrate mimics and derivatives34
-
36

. Furthermore, analysis of static QM calculations 

has been used to consider the relationship between intramolecular hydrogen bond strength 

and electron density37,38. Ab initio calculations have been used to examine the anomeric 

effect in pyranoses and glucose39
. 

Free energy calculations have also been used to probe the free energy surface of I ~4 

glycosidic linkages using MD40 and hybrid QM/MM potentials41
,42. 

1.6 Computational, theoretical and experimental methods applied to glucose and 

galactose 

The primary intention of this research is to investigate the hydroxymethyl preference of 

glucose and galactose. What other methods have been applied to this problem? 

- 15 -
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1.6.1 Glucose 

Experimental observation of the glucose hydroxymethyl group (See Figure 1.16) in 

aqueous solutions reveals a preference for gauche conformers in the order gg>gt>tg43,44. 

Figure 1.16 - Representation of D-glucose with the hydroxymethyl torsional angle indicated by Cll (05-C5-

C6-06). 

NMR studies of the hydroxymethyl group conformation 19 showed that the gg conformer 

population changes according to the solvent polarity leading to postulates that the 

conformational preference may be governed by solvent effects. However, Bock and DUUS 19 

alluded to the existence of an intrinsic stereoelectronic effect being responsible for the gg, 

gt preference in Methyl-(a and ~)-4-deoxy-D-glucoseI9. In this compound no I, 3 diaxial 

interactions destabilise the tg conformer yet gg and gt rotamers are still favoured. 

A Semi Empirical study of D-glucopyranose using continuum solvent models was 

performed by Cramer and Truhlar45 where they showed that only after solvent models 

were applied did the relative hydroxymethyl ordering agree with experimental NMR 

values. They ascribed the unusual conformational preference of the primary alcohol in 

glucose to intramolecular hydrogen bonding and the solvent, where it was identified as the 

reason for this preference. Analysis of a series of ab initio calculations on D-glycero

hexopyranosides led Tvaroska46 to agree with the gg>gt>tg preference. Once again, 

intramolecular hydrogen bonding, in particular between 05 and the hydroxyl of the C6 

carbon (6-hydroxyl group), was cited as the reason for stabilisation of the gg and gt 

conformers46. 

- 16 -
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1.6.2 Galactose 

Galactose (See Figure 1.17) differs from glucose through the change of the hydroxyl from 

equatorial to axial on the C4 carbon. 

Figure 1.17 - Representation of D-galactose with the hydroxymethyl torsional angle indicated by (j) (05-C5-

C6-06). 

A gauche preference is also observed, but along with the positional change of the 4-

hydroxyl group (OH4), the conformational preference changes from gg>gt>tg for glucose 

to gt>gg>tg43 for galactose. The effect of the OH4 configurational change in the 4-

hydroxyl group configuration was assessed using NMR, lR spectroscopy and optical 

rotation experiments47 in a variety of solvents and intramolecular hydrogen bond motifs, 

with no conclusive rational put forward. 

1.6.3 The gauche effect? 

A major reason for this unusual preference in both glucose and galactose has been ascribed 

to the gauche effect. While this preference is attributed to favourable bonding orbital (0) to 

anti bonding orbital (0*) interactions, it does not convincingly explain the ordering of the 

conformations or the differences that arise from a hydroxyl configurational change at the 

C4 position. There is no general agreement and it is debated whether the reasons are due to 

I · h d b d' 4546 so vatlOn or y rogen on tng , . 
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1.7 Objectives 

Previous studies have postulated that the major reason for the conformational preferences 

of the hydroxymethyl group in glucose and galactose is due to the gauche effect. For these 

reasons the vacuum and solution free energy profiles for both glucose and galactose have 

been calculated, and their thermodynamic and electronic structures in the gg, gt and tg 

conformations have been investigated. 

Glucose and galactose, as well as the staggered rotamers for the hydroxymethyl group, are 

shown in Figures 1.18-1.20. 

Figure 1.18 - Representations of D-glucose (left) and D-galactose (right) with the hydroxymethyl torsional 

angle indicated by ill (05-C5-C6-06). 

Figure 1.19 - Newman type representations of the hydroxy methyl group rotamers for D-glucose. From left: 

gg. gt. tg. The dashed lines indicate a potential hydrogen bonding interaction between H6 and 04 in the tg 

conformer. 

H,'-O .... H,'-

J*' 0" 0, 
C 

~R H"S 

H, (gg) 

H~ ............ 

1*: H"R 0, 

C, 

H"S I"~ 
Hs HI> (gt) 

H,,-

".,1:~o ofll',R 
H, (tg) 
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Figure 1.20 - Newman type representations of the hydroxymethyl group rotamers for D-galactose. From left: 

gg. gt. tg. The dashed I ines indicate a potential hydrogen bonding interaction between 116 and 04 in the tg 

conformer. 

The free energy methodology employs the Potential of Mean Force (PMF) to give the 

Helmholtz free energy surface for hydroxymethyl rotation. This iterative process produces 

an energy surface which is dependent on thorough sampling of hydroxymethyl phase 

space, especially the high energy regions. Other methods that have been employed include 

iterative umbrella sampling (to direct hydroxymethyl phase space sampling) and the 

Weighted Histogram Analysis Method (WHAM) which allows the probability histograms 

of multiple simulations to be merged, thereby increasing the rate of convergence of the 

PMF. Upon characterising the free energy surface the preferred conformers, transition 

states and population distributions can be calculated. 

The dynamics simulations make use of the hybrid QM/MM methodology within the 

CHARMM48 program which is a MM/MD "engine". GAMESS-UK49
, an electronic 

structure programme has been used for ab initio calculations and electron population 

analysis (using Atoms in Moleculesso
.
s1 and Natural Bond Orbital analysisS2

.5
3
). 

From these calculations we aim to describe the nature of the gauche effect In 

monosaccharides. 

1.8 Overview 

Chapter 2 introduces computational approaches for describing molecular systems. 

Important concepts that are covered include Molecular Mechanics (MM) and Force Fields. 

where atoms are treated as deformable balls and ab initio Quantum Mechanics (QM) as 

well as Density Functional Theory (OFT) methods where the electrons of atoms are 

explicitly described. Electron population analysis techniques such as AIM and NBO 

analysis are also discussed. Approximate Semi Empirical approaches for treating electrons 

are also covered followed by a short discourse on hybrid QM/MM potentials and 

optimisation techniques. 
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A statistical description of molecular systems is introduced in Chapter 3 by way of 

ensembles and MD simulation methods. This chapter also highlights the important 

Potential of Mean Force (PMF) method for generating the Helmholtz free energy surface 

for a degree of freedom. The iterative PMF approach is described and important theories 

which enhance the PMF application are also discussed. Specifically, umbrella sampling 

and the Weighted Histogram Analysis Method (WHAM). Umbrella sampling directs the 

simulation into uncharted or poorly sampled regions of phase space. This improves 

"adaptively" as the PMF calculations progress. WHAM provides one with improved 

convergence to the final PMF by adding the probability histograms of multiple simulations 

using weighting coefficients. 

Chapter 4 reports specifics of the methodologies used and the results of the hybrid 

QMIMM PMF gaseous and solution phase dynamics simulations of glucose and galactose. 

DFT calculations, Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) and Atoms in Molecules (AIM) analysis 

were also carried out and these results are discussed in depth. 

Conclusions complete this dissertation 
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Chapter 2 

BACKGROUND TO COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 

MOLECULAR SYSTEMS 

DESCRIBING 

The theoretical approach used to model physical properties of a system falls into three 

broad categories: Empirical Force Field models, Quantum Mechanical models or a 

combined hybrid Quantum Mechanical! Molecular Mechanical (QM/MM) approach. 54 

A diverse array of methods is available and a great deal of time goes into deciding upon 

the methodes) to be used. To make this decision one must consider the size of a problem, 

the accuracy required as well as time and funds available. Certain modelling techniques 

suit certain problems. In the end the researcher must justify his/her decision based on 

which method willi describe the problem most adequately. 

The empirical or Molecular Mechanics (MM) description of a system will be described 

first followed by a relatively detailed discussion of electronic structure methods. This will 

include Hartree-Fock theory, Density Functional Theory (OFT), the Semi Empirical 

approach and electron population analysis. Hybrid QM/MM methods and a brief overview 

of optimisation techniques close off the chapter. 

2.1 Empirical Force Fields and Molecular Mechanics 

Molecular Mechanics (MM) methods treat the system using the laws of classical physics. 

MM is often referred to as the ball and spring model because the bonds between atoms are 

represented as springs and obey Hooke's law. The Born-Oppenheimer approximation is 

applied, this is the postulate that the potential energy of the molecule can be described as a 

function of the nuclear coordinates of each atom 54
. Electronic contributions are ignored in 
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this approach55 (electrons are not treated as separate particles, although several Force 

Fields have attempted to remedy this by moving charge away from the nucleus and adding 

lone pair terms) and because of this properties/processes bases on electron interactions 

(e.g. bond breaking or forming) cannot be studied54 (this statement is not strictly accurate

a new reactive Force Field56 has been developed for hydrocarbons that allows reactions to 

occur.). 

Atoms are modelled as deformable balls using mathematical potentials. Each MM method 

is defined by a Force Field, which treats "connected" and "not-connected" atoms using 

different potentials. This Force Field contains the following information57
: 

• Equations describing how the potential energy is affected by the location of atoms. 

• Atom types which define the behaviour of an atom In a specific chemical 

environment (e.g. the effect of charge, hybridisation). 

• Parameter sets which define force constants relating atomic character to energy and 

structural data (e.g. bond lengths, angles). 

Note that because these methods rely on a set of experimentally derived parameter sets 

they are termed empirical methods. They are also very quick - definitely the fastest of all 

the methods in this chapter. The price paid for this speed is a loss of accuracy. If a good 

Force Field doesn't exist, results will generally be poor. Conversely, a good Force Field 

can reproduce experimental data within in a large degree of accuracy. 

2.1.1 How is the potential energy defined? 

The kinetic energy of the stationary nuclei is zero, thus the total potential energy of a 

system is the sum of bonded interactions and non-bonded interactions as shown in 

Equation 2.154. 
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u = U hond, + U anKle.~ + U /on/(mal anj..?/<'>.\ + U Improper fonlonal anKle., + U l'anderWaals + U eleL"lrostaflC Eq 2.1 

The bonded interactions are bond stretching, angle bending and torsional angle rotation. 

Improper torsional angle interactions (the angle used to keep four atoms in a plane) also 

contribute to the overall potential. Non-bonded interactions are defined between parts of a 

molecule that are not directly bonded or between two different molecules, these include 

electrostatic and van der Waals interactions and are shown in Figure 2.1. 

0---0 .... 
(a) 

(c) (d) 

(b) 

.0 
0/······ 
(e) 

Figurc 2. I - Schematic rcpresentation of the ditlercnt typcs of bonding and non-bonding interactions: these 

being (al bond stretching, (b) angle bending, (c) torsional angle rotation, (d) electrostatic interactions and (e) 

van der Waals interactions (adapted f)'om Lcach54 and Lewars58
). 

Note that all bonded terms are described by Hooke's law type functions, i.e. a simple 

quadratic form. The non-bonded van der Waals term is described by a Lennard-Jones54 

potential while the non-bonded electrostatic term is described by the standard coulomb 

charge expression (See Equation 2.2). 

The energy function implemented in the CHARMM4R program fits the general force field 

description48 but also includes a Urey-Bradley term which models angle-bending using the 

non-bonded interactions between atoms separated by two covalent bonds. 
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Ihht!drals 1111 propers 

R\ is the set of all molecular coordinates upon which thc potential (U) depends. The first 

term of Equation 2.2 models deformations from the equilibrium bond length bo for a bond 

b where Kb is the bond force constant. The Urey-Bradley deformation term contains S, the 

distance between the two atoms separated by two covalent bonds, So the equilibrium 

distance and KUB as the force constant. This term is often purposefully not implemented by 

setting KUB to zero. Similarly for the angle and improper torsional angle terms, 8 is the 

bond angle, 80 is the equilibrium bond angle, Ke is the angle force constant, <p is the 

improper dihedral angle, <po is the equilibrium value of the improper dihedral and Kimp is 

the planar deviation force constant. The dihedral term describes the energy associated with 

rotation about bond torsional angles, where X is the torsional angle, y the phase angle, n the 

multiplicity and Kx the dihedral force constant. The final term is the non-bonded term 

which includes van der Waals interactions modelled by the Lennard-Jones potential and 

electrostatic interactions modelled by the Coulomb potential54
. Pairs of atoms in the same 

molecule that are at least three bonds away and those in different molecules are included in 

this non-bonded sum. Rmmi,1 is the radius for two atoms i and j at which the interaction 

energy is at a minimum, ru is the distance between atoms i and j and Cq is the Lennard

Jones well depth. For the Coulomb potential, q, and ql are the charges on atoms i and j 

where E, is the dielectric constant of the medium the simulation is carried out in. 

Force Fields only take pairwise interactions into account. Three molecules A, Band Care 

only described by the pairwise interactions A-B, A-C and B-C. The effect of the three-way 

A-B-C interaction is not explicitly calculated and instead it is parameterised into the pair 

potential. This parameterisation also applies for many-body interactions, thus the term 

effective pair potential is used. More sophisticated Force Field definitions exist, the reader 

is directed to Molecular Modelling54 for further information on these Class II force fields. 
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Calculating the energy of a static system configuration with MM methods is a quick 

procedure but choosing the "correct" Force Field is a vital decision. Each of the many MM 

packages available (AMBER59, CHARMM48, GROMOS60) tends to have its own 

generally applicable Force Field. Force Fields are often parameterised for a certain subset 

of molecules and thus a Force Field applicable to the system of interest must be chosen. 

2.1.2 Carbohydrate models 

Available carbohydrate Force Fields include the AMBER6!-64, CHARMM65-67 and 

GROMOS68
-
70 Force Fields. These Force Fields reproduce experimental data in varying 

degrees of accuracy. They can be exceptionally poor in molecules which deviate 

drastically from the "training set" and where electronic effects may dominate, e.g. addition 

of resonance containing or highly charged groups into carbohydrates such as the N-acetyl 

group. The carbohydrate solution Force Field (CSFF) was recently developed7! to improve 

upon the CHARMM carbohydrate Force Field65,66. The new CSFF improved the primary 

alcohol rotation frequency to agree more accurately with experimental NMR data! 6,43,44. 

This is important for studies of oligo- or polysaccharides with 1-6 linkages. The CSFF 

was implemented in preliminary studies leading up to the work in this dissertation. 

2.1.3 Water models 

Since chemical reactions often occur in solvent, it is sensible to properly describe the 

solvent using an appropriate model. Other than being the most abundant solvent on earth, 

water is also prevalent in biological systems where much computational and experimental 

research is focused. Sensibly it has many models attributed to describing it. These range 

from simple models such as TIP3p72
,73 and SPC/E74 to polarisable and ab initio water 

models54. 
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2.1.3.1 Explicit models - 'Simple' rigid water models 

Here individual molecules are considered explicitly. The 'simple' water models are most 

commonly used as they are computationally efficient and provide a reasonable level of 

accuracy. Figure 2.2 illustrates some of the most commonly used rigid water models. 

q(O) 

~ 
, , 

q(H) q(H) ~ q(H) : q(H) 

SPC, SPCIE, TIPJP T1P4P. BF 

'/ (ip) q (Hl q\,/ 
i/\. 

'I (ip) q (HI 

ST2 

Figure 2.2 - Illustrations of popular water models with charges indicated (Extracted from Lcach54
.73) 

Common features in these models include a rigid water geometry and 3 (or 5) interaction 

sites. The TIP3p72.73 water (available in CHARMM48
) used in this study has 3 electrostatic 

interaction sites. A partial negative charge on the oxygen(q(O)) is balanced by the two 

positive charges on the hydrogen atoms (q(H)). Van der Waals interactions in this model 

are only accounted for by a Lennard-lones potential on the oxygen atoms54
. 

Table 2.1 compares water model parameters. Values compared include the charges (q), 

bond lengths (r) and the HOH angle as well as A and C Lennard-lones parameters for 

water's oxygens that have been optimised to yield reasonable structural and enegetic 

results for a water dimer73. All of these models produce reasonable results54
. 
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Table 2.1: A comparison of various water models parameters54
,73 

SPC SPC/E TIP3P SF TIP4P ST2 

r(OH), A 1.0 1.0 0.9572 0.96 0.9572 1.0 
HOH, deg 109.47 109.47 104.52 105.7 104.52 109.47 
A x 10-3, 629.4 629.4 582.0 560.4 600.0 238.7 
kcal A 12;mol 

C, kcalA6/mol 625.5 625.5 595.0 837.0 610.0 268.9 
q(O) -0.82 -0.8472 -0.834 0.0 0.0 0.0 
q(H) 0.41 0.4238 0.417 0.49 0.52 0.2375 
q(M) 0.0 0.0 0.0 -0.98· -1.04 -0.2375 
r(OM), A 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.15 0.15 0.8 

These rigid models are quick and sufficient for modelling most systems. More complex 

models such as polarisable models and ab initio models are also available. More 

information on these topics is available in the Encyclopaedia of Computational 

"h . IS ~ emlstry·. 

2.1.3.2 Implicit solvent models 

The final solvent model to be considered is that in which individual solvent molecules are 

not explicitly modelled. Rather, a field represents the screening of the solvent. For solutes 

in which specific interactions (like hydrogen bonding) to solvent are expected to occur, 

implicit models are unlikely to represent this interaction very well. Implicit solvent models 

are not expected to perform particularly well for carbohydrates although they have been 

utilised45
. 

2.2 General background to Quantum Mechanics 

Quantum Mechanics (QM) or electronic structure methods45 are considered the most 

accurate for describing chemical systems. They explicitly model electrons in atomic and 

molecular systems using an implementation of the Schrodinger equation. Electronic 
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structure programs that can be used include Gaussian 75 and GAMESS-UK49
• The latter49 

was used exclusively in this project. 

The time-dependent or relativistic Schrodinger equation can be written as: 

Eq 2.3 

where \7 2 (del squared) is: 

Eq 2.4 

and r = (r, R) (i.e. is a function of nuclear and electronic coordinates). 

A number of postulates are necessary to solve the Schrodinger equations5
. If the potential 

energy V does not depend on time we can consider the time independent equation. Using 

the separation of variables technique: 

Eq 2.5 

and for time independent systems we can solve the spatial Schrodinger equation 

Eq 2.6 

which only depends on the spatial terms (i.e. coordinates). 

Equation 2.6 can be further abbreviated to 

Eq 2.7 

if we denote the Hamiltonian operator H as: 
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, 1- 112 2 '} H= --'\7 +V . 
2m 

Eq 2.8 

The Hamiltonian operator contains a kinetic energy and potential energy contribution. The 

kinetic energy operator T IS 

Eq 2.9 

, while the potential energy operator V is given by: 

Eq 2.10 

where e is the charge and Z the atomic number. The summations in Equation 2.10 

represent electron-nuclei attraction, electron-electron repulsion and nuclear-nuclear 

repulsion. The potential expressIon consists of electrostatic interactions (Coulomb 

interactions) between nuclei, between electrons as well as between electrons and nuclei. 

If the Hamiltonian operator is applied to the wavefunction (tV) of a molecule an energy 

eigenvalue is obtained, i.e. a solution to the wave equation. However, when solving 

anything more than the most simple of systems, e.g. particle in a box, harmonic oscillator, 

particle on a ring, particle on a sphere and the hydrogen atom it is only possible to 

approximate the correct answer. Common simplifications in these simple systems are 

restrictions known as boundary conditions55
. To solve the wave equation for large systems 

a number of postulates must be made55
. 

2.2.1 The Born-Oppenheimer Approximation 

The first postulate is the neglect of nuclear kinetics or the Born-Oppenheimer 

approximation76
• This is reasonable as electronic motion is much greater than nuclear 
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motion and the electrons are of lighter mass than the protons. We can expect the electrons 

to 'instantaneously' adjust to the nuclear coordinates of a molecule5458.77. The effective 

energy is thus: 

if elec \f' etec (r, R) = E eff (R) \f' elec (r, R) Eq 2.11 

where the wavefunction depends on the positions of the nuclei (R) and electrons (r). The 

electronic Hamiltonian is as before a sum of kinetic and potential contributions: 

Eq 2.12 

where the kinetic energy is 

Eq 2.13 

and the potential is as shown in Equation 2.10. 

2.2.2 Molecular orbital theory 

Extension of the wavefunction to molecules requires the introduction of molecular orbital 

(MO) theory. The complete wavefunction is approximated by molecular orbitals. Each 

molecular orbital depends on spatial coordinates as well as the spin of the two electrons it 

contains. 

The spatial orbital function l/f(x,y,z) describes the Cartesian space accessible to 

electrons I 5.76. The electron spin quantum number introduces electron spin as a spin 

coordinate'; which may be ~ or - ~ (that is "spin up" or "spin down"). Spin along the 
2 2 

positive z axis is a(';) while negative spin is {J(';) where 
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For a single electron, a spin orbital X(x,y,z,~) is the product of the spatial orbital and the 

spin function: 

X(x,y,z,~)=ljI(x,y,z)a(~) or X(x,y,z,~)=ljI(x,y,z)jJ(~). Eq 2.14a, b 

For an N-electron wave function the product of spin orbitals is constructed: 

Eq 2.15 

where X represents both spatial and Spin coordinates. This is the hartree product or 

uncorrelated wavefunction; the electrons motions represented here are completely 

independent of each other77
. 

2.2.3 Antisymmetry and the determinantal wavefunction 

A many-electron wavefunction must be antisymmetric with respect to the interchange of 

two electrons76
• Thus interchanging electrons i and j must give 

\}l(XI (XI ), ... , X, (X, ), ... , X) (X) ), ... , Xlv (X N )) = -\}l(XI (XI )"",Xi (X) ), ... , X} (Xi ), ... , XN (XN )) 

Eq 2.16 

Let us regard a two electron example with two spin orbitals X" X I and electrons i and j. An 

electron i can be placed into orbital i and similarly for electron j or an electron i can be 

placed into orbitalj and similarly for electronj. This gives 

Eq 2.17 a, b 

A wavefunction which obeys the anti symmetry principle and provides indistinguishable 

electrons can be formed by a linear combination of Hartree products. This wavefunction is 
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I 

where 2 2 is a normalisation constant. 

Clearly, 

'P,,) (X" X)) = -'P)i (X" X)) 

holds true. 

Equation 2.18 can be more conveniently expressed as a determinant: 

, which is known as a Slater Determinant. 

For an N-electron wavefunction the Slater determinant is : 

X/(X I ) 

-~ X (X2 ) 

\f'/,(XpX: .... ,Xv)=(N!) 2 /. 

X/(X v ) X,(X\,) 

Xv (XI) 

Xv (X 2 ) 

Eq 2.18 

Eq 2.19 

Eq 2.20 

Eq 2.21 

Introduction of the determinantal form includes some useful determinant characteristics. 

Specifically, interchanging the coordinates of two electrons means interchanging two rows 

of the determinant. The sign of the determinant changes and Slater determinants obey the 

anti symmetry rule. Furthermore, if two electrons occupy the same .~pin orbital then two 

columns in the determinant are equal making the determinant zero. This agrees with the 

Pauli exclusion principle, which states that two electrons of the same spin may not occupy 

the same molecular orbitaI76
,78. 

A convenient short hand notation for a normalised Slater Determinant is 
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Eq 2.22 

where the normalisation constant IS inclusive and only the diagonal elements of the 

determinant are shown. 

2.2.4 Properties of the molecular orbitals 

Two important properties of the MO's is that they are orthogonal and normalised77
• 

For orthogonality: 

for i 7: j Eq 2.23 

and for normalisation: 

Eq 2.24 

where S is called the overlap integral and * denotes the complex conjugation (especially 

significant if the molecular orbitals are not real functions). 

A more convenient expression for the overlap integral is 

Eq 2.25 

where 6" is the Kronecker delta which is I if i=j and 0 otherwise. 
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2.2.5 Linear combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) and molecular orbital (MO) 

coefficients 

In practice (that is computationally) each molecular orbital is written as a linear 

combination of one-electron functions. N one-electron basis/unctions form a basis set. We 

describe each orbital If/, as 

s 

If/, = 'L>Ji'¢Ji Eq 2.26 
Ji~1 

where rPJi are the N basis functions and cp' are the molecular orbital expansion 

coefficients. 

Generally, a set of basis functions are associated with each nucleus. In other words, atomic 

orbitals are represented by a set of basis functions 78
. There are two types of atomic basis 

function, Slater-type atomic orbitals (STO's) and Gaussian-type atomic orbitals 

(GTO's)S7.78. 

The Slater-type orbitals provide a good description of the atomic orbitals but are not 

computationally efficient. They must be solved numerically and are cumbersome to deal 

with computationally. The normalised form of the first STO is 

Eq 2.27 

where r is the radial coordinate and (1 is a constant determining the orbital size78
. 

The Gaussian-type orbital functions are computationally more amenable as their integrals 

can be evaluated explicitly. The sand p orbitals are shown below: 

3 

( 2a)4 -ar' gs = - e 
1l 

(Represents an s-type orbital) Eq 2.28 
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I 

[
128a

S]4 , 
gx = ----;;;- xe -ar (Represents a p,-type orbital) Eq 2.29 

I 

[
128a

S ]4 , 
gy = ----;;;- ye -ar (Represents a py-type orbital) Eq 2.30 

I 

[
128a

S]4 .' . g z = ----;;;- ze -a/ (Represents a pz-type orbital) Eq 2.31 

where a is a constant determining the orbital size78
• 

Two problems with the Gaussian-type orbital (GTO) approach exist. The cusp of zero 

electron probability at the origin is not represented by these functions and the Gaussian 

functions for d-, f- and higher orbitals do not have the angular symmetry of atomic orbitals 

78. These problems are solved by simply forming appropriate linear combinations of the 

Gaussians to represent the atomic orbitals78
. 

For a general discourse on the postulates and other fundamental aspects of quantum 

mechanics and quantum chemistry several texts are available (Atkins' Physical 

ChemistrySS; Molecular quantum mechanic/9
; Modern Quantum Chemistry76) 

Before describing in more depth how the wave equation is calculated consider Figure 2.3. 
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Further 
approximations 

Semi Empirical 
Methods 

HI' = Ef1 

1 'I' is a single detenninant 

Hartree-Fock equations 
(iteratively solve) 

More 
determ inants 

Convergence to 
exact solution 

Figure 2.3 - Three ways in which the Hartrcc-Fock (III-') equations can be applied. The most approximate 

being Semi Empirical methods, intermediate is single-determinant HF and addition of determinants leads to 

the most accurate or exact solution (Modified from Jensen 7\ 

This schematic shows how the wave equation is solved. For a single determinant we apply 

the Hartree-Fock model (described in the next section) to obtain a solution. If more 

approximations are made, a system can be modelled with the more approximate Semi 

Empirical treatment. Convergence to the exact solution is achieved upon addition of more 

determ inants. The accuracy of a QM calcu lation wi II depend on the leve I of theory chosen 

(c.f. MM methods). 

2.2.6 The Hartree-Fock Model 

Two important ideas in this model are the variational condition and the Roothaan-Hall 

equation. 
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2.2.6.1 The variational condition 

The variational condition stipulates that if a guess of the wavefunction is made, an energy 

that is greater or equal to the "true" energy will be calculated. More formally solving the 

Schrodinger equation by integrating over all space with a trial wavefunction S gives an 

expectation value for the energy E': 

f S'iISdr 
E'=~---

fS'Sdr 
Eq 2.32a 

For a normalised trial wavefunction (as is usually the case): 

E'= fS' iISdr . Eq 2.32b 

If the guess at the wavefunction S is the true wavefunction tp then the actual energy is 

calculated: 

Eq 2.33 

and the following applies: 

E'= fS*iISdr > E. Eq 2.34 

Furthermore, as the trial wavefunction is improved upon, the true energy is more closely 

approximated (See Equation 2.34). These approximate energies are always greater than or 

equal to the true energiD. 
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2.2.6.1.1 Minimising the energy 

The best solution to a single-determinant wave function is found by minimising the energy 

with respect to the molecular orbital coefficients (previously described in Equation 2.26) 

these are the variational equations: 

8E' 
- =- 0 V j.1,i 
8c/1' 

Eq 2.35 

2.2.6.2 Solution to the molecular orbital coefficients - The Roothaan-Hall 

equations 

The Roothaan-Hall equations are derived from the variational equations. These equations 

have been derived for closed-shell systems. Closed shell systems are those with no 

unpaired electrons. The Hartree-Fock theory with a closed-shell single determinant is used 

for molecules in their ground state. This is termed Restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF) theory. 

The Roothaan-Hall equations are 

,v 

I(Fw-E, Sw)c" =0 j.1=1,2, ... ,N Eq 2.36 
1'=1 

with the normalisation condition 

X N 

II<,Swc" = I. Eq 2.37 
/1=1 "=1 

The one-electron energy of a molecular orbital If/, is E,. The overlap matrix is an N by N 

matrix with elements S w: 

Eq 2.38 
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where ¢ are the basis functions. 

The Fock matrix is an N by N matrix with elements FI" . 

Eq 2.39 

The Fock matrix represents the average field effect of all the electrons on each 

orbital57.The H;;~rc term of the Fock matrix represents the energy of a single electron in a 

field of "bare" nuclei 78. 

He"re = f-l.' (I)H core (1)-1. (I)d d d I'" 'f/p 'f/" XI YI ZI' 

Eq 2.40 a,b 

The summation is carried out for all atoms where ZA is the atomic number for an atom A. 

PArI is the one-electron density matrix for the RHF solution. It is defined by a summation 

over the occupied orbitals as follows: 

0("(' 

PAa = 2:l:>:/cm Eq 2.41 
1=1 

The two-electron repulsion integrals are the quantities (/lvIAa),(/lAlva) from Equation 2.39 

where 

Eq 2.42 

and similarly for (/lAlva). 

The Roothaan-Hall equations can be represented in matrix form as 
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FC = SCE Eq 2.43 

where F is the Fock matrix, S contains the overlap elements of the basis functions, C 

contains the molecular coefficients and 8 is a diagonal matrix containing the one-electon 

orbital energies 81 of each molecular orbital XI. 

Both the Fock matrix (because of the density matrix) and the orbitals depend upon the 

molecular orbital coefficients which means that the matrix equation is not linear. The 

matrix equation must be solved iterativel/7
• 

2.2.6.3 Self-Consistent Field 

The iterative procedure used to solve the Roothaan-Hall equations is termed the Self

Consistent Field (SCF) method. Upon iteratively converging to the minimum energy the 

orbitals generate a field which will produce the same orbitals - that is they are self

consistent57
. 

The SCF process is represented in Figure 2.4. A more rigorous illustration (showing the 

computational resources required) is available in Ab initio molecular orbital theory on 

page 53 78
• 
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Obtain initial guess 
for the density 

matrix 

~ 
Form the Fock ~ 

matrix 

Iterate ~ 
Diagonalise the 

Fock matrix 

~ 
Form the new 
density matrix 

Figure 2.4 -Illustration ofthe SCF process (modified from Jensenn
) 

2.2.6.4 Open Shell systems 

Two electron 
integrals 

Radicals or other systems with unpaired electrons are called open shell systems. These can 

be solved using the Pople-Nesbet instead of the Roothaan-Hall equations (Refer to 

Modern Quantum Chemislry76). Spin-restricted open-shell Hartee-Fock (ROHF) and Spin

unrestricted Hartree-Fock (UHF) are the two approaches available using the Roothaan

Hall equations and the Pople-Nesbet equations respectively. These approaches are not 

applicable to simple neutral carbohydrates and further information about the description of 

h "1 bl . I 15547778 suc systems IS aval a e In severa texts ' , , . 

2.2.7 Choice of basis set 

To solve the total electronic wave function the approximate wavefunction has been 

expressed as a combination of orbitals (Refer to Section 2.2.5). A mathematical description 

for each orbital can be formulated and included into a set, the basis set57
• 
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The probability of finding an electron is unity if an integration is carried out over all space. 

In other words, the electron has a finite probability of existing anywhere in space. A basis 

set describes the orbitals available electrons. The less restrictive these orbitals, the more 

accurately the electrons are described 57
• 

Mathematically, almost any function can be a basis function. A very simple case is 

choosing a basis set for 3-Dimensional Cartesian space. Three orthonormal vectors are the 

x-, y- and z-unit vectors and these fonn a basis set. With the appropriate constants to fonn 

linear combinations of the x-, y- and z-unit vectors, the entirety of Cartesian space can be 

traversed - this is a mathematically complete basis set. 

In a chemical sense, it is impossible to form a complete set of functions for the electrons! 

Both mathematical and physical constraints exist and a "physically sensible" group of 

functions must be chosen81
• 

Four types of basis sets will be discussed: minimal, split-valence, polarised and diffuse 

basis sets57
• 

2.2.7.1 Minimal basis sets 

These have the minimum number of basis functions needed to describe all the electrons in 

a system. The set is "stripped down" in the interest of performance. STO-nG is such a set. 

STO refers to Slater-type orbitals (discussed earlier) while the nG refers to the number (n) 

of Gaussian functions used to define each STO (As mentioned earlier STO's are not easy 

to use numerically - a linear combination ofGaussians is used to approximate each STO). 

2.2.7.2 Split-valence basis sets 

To better represent the vector space available to electrons, the number of basis functions is 

increased for each valence orbital of an atom. Two or more sizes of basis function can exist 
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for each valence orbital. 6-31 G and 6-311 G are split-valence sets with two and three sizes 

of valence basis functions respectively (See Figure 2.5)57. The most important feature of 

this basis set is that the core and valence orbitals are not treated in the same way. That is 

core orbitals have one size of basis function whereas valence orbitals have more than one 

size of basis function, e.g. two valence basis functions for 6-31 G. 

Figure 2.5- Shows the combinations of split-valence orbitals (Extracted from Frisch s7
) 

2.2.7.3 Polarised basis sets 

Polarisation of orbitals gives them an angular momentum beyond that of the ground state. 

This allows orbitals of a different shape. A polarised basis commonly used for medium 

sized molecules is the 6-31 G(d) or 6-31 G* basis57 . For a carbon atom this introduces d

functions. Further polarisation to 6-31 G(d,p) also named 6-31 G** adds d-functions for 

heavy atoms and p-functions to hydrogen atoms (See Figure 2.6)57. 

Figure 2.6 - Shows the etlect of polaris able orbitals (Extracted from Frisch s7
) 

2.2.7.4 Diffuse basis sets 

In systems with lone pairs or anions a better representation is achieved if a larger region of 

space is accessible to the electrons. Diffuse basis sets contain diffuse functions which are 

larger versions of sand p type functions. 6-31 +G and 6-31 ++G contain diffuse functions 
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for heavy atoms and heavy and light atoms respectively, where the symbol + indicates a 

diffuse function. Diffuse functions on light atoms such as hydrogen seldom make a 

significant difference in accuracy (See Figure 2.7)57. 

C8+c(~=8 

Figure 2.7- Shows thc effect of addition of di ffuse functions (Extracted from Frisch s7
) 

2.2.7.5 Basis Set Superposition Error (BSSE) 

The classic example used to describe BSSE is by looking at the hydrogen-bonded water 

dimer54j8.Two water molecules react to form the product which is the hydrogen-bonded 

dimer. The energy of dimer formation could logically be calculated as Eproducts-Ereactants = 

Edllner-E2 mfinItely separated water molecules. In reality the energy calculated tends to be incorrect. 

Increasing the size the basis set used in a calculation usually negates this problem (reduces 

this error to a minimum). This type of error is only expected to occur with minimal basis 

sets54 such as (STO-nG) and although BSSE has been applied in certain studies82
, the 6-

31 G* basis set was found to be adequate at describing monosaccharides83
. BSSE is 

mentioned for the sake of completeness. 

2.2.8 Electron correlation 

Previously Hartree-Fock (HF) theory and the self-consistent field (SCF) method were 

discussed. Hartree-Fock theory describes electrons as moving in an average field 

(potential) of other electrons54
. The interaction between electrons is actually more 

'correlated' than this theory describes. This lack of description for electron-correlation is a 

major flaw of Hartree-Fock theory. 

Popular methods which include electron correlation are Configuration Interaction (CI), 

Many-body perturbation methods and Density Functional Theory (OFT). Many-body 
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perturbation and CI are traditional post SCF methods57 in the sense that they are applied 

after the Hartree-Fock implementation. OFT is considered in the most detail although it is 

not truly a post Hartree-Fock method. Instead electron correlation is included implicitly in 

the SCF procedure. Further information on all of these methods is available in the 

Encyclopaedia o/Computational Chemistry15 and Modern Quantum Chemistry76. 

2.2.8.1 Many-body Perturbation Theory 

M011er and Plesset introduced this method in which the Hartree-Fock approximation is 

corrected by adding small perturbations to the wavefunction54
. The 'true' Hamiltonian can 

be written as the sum of a zeroth-order Hamiltonian and a perturbation V. This is 

parameterised with A which varies between 0 and 1 such that it is possible to make gradual 

improvements to the true Hamiltonian (the calculated one). 

H=Ho +.,iV Eq 2.44 

Expressing the eigenfunctions and eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian as functions of A gives: 

I.J' = I.J'(O) + .,i1.J'(1) + .,i2 I.J' (2) ••• = " X'I.J'(II) 
I I I I L.... I 

Eq 2.45 
n=O 

E = E(O) + .,iE(') + .,i2 E(2) ... = " .,i" E(II) 
I I I f ~ I 

Eq 2.46 
11=0 

where E,o) is the first order correction to the energy and so on. The term MPn is used to 

describe the use of M011er-Plesset theory with an n-th order correction. Although popular, 

this method is not variational leaving the possibility that energies lower than the true 

energy may be calculated54
,76. 
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2.2.8.2 Configuration Interaction (CI) 

CI is based upon the variational method. Instead of solving the wave equation with a single 

ground state Slater determinant a number of excited Slater determinants are included77
• 

Using a set of K basis function implies 2K spin orbitals. IfN electrons are used to fill the 

2K orbitals (N<2K) then 2K-N virtual unoccupied orbitals exist54
. The excited states 

represent the replacement of occupied spin orbitals by virtual spin orbitals where the total 

number of permutations is (2K!)IN!(2K-N)! It is only possible to consider all of these 

permutations (full-configuration interaction) for small molecules54
. The number of 

permutations can be truncated to only include single orbital permutations - that is 

configuration interaction singles (CIS). Further information on CI is available in the 

following texts: Molecular Modelling54 and Modern Quantum Chemistry76. 

Full CI is the most complete description possible within the restrictions of a specific basis 

set. This point is illustrated in Figure 2.8. 

50 

o 
;:; 20 
0-

'" 
'" 10 .Q 

E 
::> z 

Hartree-Fock 
Limit 

Exact Result 

/ 
_______ ._ Full Cl 

1 10 100 1000 10,000 

Number of Slater Determinants (2~) _ 

Figure 2.8 - Illustrates the dependence of a true solution on the number of basis functions and the number of 

Slater determinants used. (Extracted from Ostlund76
) 
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2.2.8.3 Density Functional Theory 

DFT methods are very similar to ab initio Hartree-Fock methods. Instead of solving for the 

N-electron wavefunction they instead aim to determine the energy as a function of the 

overall electron density. The equivalent to the HF Roothaan-Hall equations are the Kohn

Sham equations. 

This can be considered a more "realistic" approach as the electron density is a measurable 

quantity, unlike the wavefunction. The efforts of Hohenberg and Kohn gave this theory the 

rigour which has led to its more common usage84
. The ground-breaking theorems proven 

by them are called the existence and variational theorems85
. 

The existence theorem states that there is a unique connection between the ground state 

energy and the ground state electron density function 57
,84. This connection is by means of a 

functional- a function whose definition is itself a function 57
. This is illustrated below 

E[p(r)] = fvex, (r)p(r)dr + F[p(r)] Eq 2.47 

where the energy E depends on a function of the electron density which a function of r 

(denoted [per)]). The external potential Vex1 (r) is the Coulomb interaction with the nuclei 

and F[p(r)] is the sum of kinetic energy of the electrons and inter-electronic contributions. 

The existence and variational theorem are existence rather than constructive proofssi . All 

that is known is that a functional exists that connects the energy to the electron density. A 

description for F[p(r)] is also not known. Kohn and Sham s5 suggested that the total 

electronic energy must consist of the following terms: 

Eq 2.48 

where E is the total energy previously denoted E[p(r)], e is the kinetic energy due to 

electron motion, EV is the potential energy of nuclei-electron attraction and nuclei-nuclei 
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repulsion, EJ is the electron-electron repulsion term and EXC is the exchange correlation 

term describing the effects neglected by the HF equations57. 

EV is already known and was previously described as fVn[(r)p(r)dr. In fact, what Kohn 

and Sham's work gives is a value for F[p(r)] which consists of the electronic kinetic 

energy, electron-electron Coulombic energy and both exchange and correlation electron 

contributions54
. Expressing F[p(r)] and its constituent terms in terms of the electron 

density gives 

F[p(r)] = EKf[p(r)] + EH [p(r)] + EX(·[p(r)] Eq 2.49 

where E AI [p(r)] is the kinetic energy, Eff [p(r)] is the electron-electron repulsion energy 

and EX(.[p(r)] is the exchange and correlation contribution to the energ/4
. 

The EKf[p(r)] and EH[p(r)] functionals are chosen to be the following 

.\ V 2 

E Kf[p(r)] = L flfll (r)( --),/1, (r)dr 
,~I 2 

Eq 2.50 

Eq 2.51 

where E Kf [p(r)] describes a system of non-interacting electons and E H [p(r)] is the 

Hartree electrostatic energy - the sum of all pairwise electrostatic interactions. 

The functional that describes the exchange and correlation must be approximated and is 

usually divided into exchange and correlation parts. The exchange interactions are those 

due to same-spin interactions while correlational are mixed-spin interactions (See Equation 

2.52)57. 

EX([p(r)] = Edp(r)] + E([p(r)] Eq 2.52 
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2.2.8.3.1 Functionals for exchange and correlation 

The functionals used are approximate and at present there is not a rigorous way to improve 

upon them 15,54,77. Two types of functionals exist: Traditional functionals and Hybrid 

Functionals. 

2.2.8.3.1.1 Traditional functionals 

Traditional functionals differ in the way they treat exchange and correlation. Local 

functionals are based on the electron spin densities (p) while Gradient-corrected 

functionals depend on the electron spin densities (p) as well as their gradient (V' p ). Local 

density approximations (LOA) treat the density as a uniform electron gas while the more 

advanced gradient methods treat the density as a non-uniform electron gas. Popular 

gradient-corrected functionals include the Becke exchange; Lee, Yang, Parr (L YP) 

correlation; Perdew-Wang (PW) and Vosko, Wilk, Nusair (VWN) functionals57
,86. 

2.2.8.3.1.2 Hybrid functionals 

Hybrid functionals linearly combine (or mix) the Hartree-Fock exchange with linear and 

gradient-corrected exchange terms and correlation terms. Becke's three parameter 

functional including L YP correlation (B3L yp)87,88 is the most well known and the Becke

style hybrid functional is considered the best to date. 

B3L YP is defined as 

E H3 1.YI' == (I _ )E/,,\'/)A + Em + A 17 H88 + E U/ + (I _ )E vWN 
xc ao x ao x ax u/.:., x a c (' a c c . Eq 2.53 

The exchange part is composed of local spin density approximated exchange (LSOA), the 

Hartree-Fock exchange and Becke's original exchange function (Becke-88 or B88). The 

correlational part comprises the L YP and the VWN correlational functional. The 

empirically derived coefficients <l(), ax and ac are 0.20, 0.72 and 0.81 respectivel/7,n. 
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2.2.8.3.1.3 Specifying the functional and method 

DFT calculations are specified by the underlying method e.g. restricted. and then by the 

two functionals used. A restricted calculation with the Becke-3-parameter exchange 

functional and the Lee. Yang and Parr correlational functional is described as RB3LYP. If 

the 6-31 G* basis set is being used then the following description applies: RB3L YP/6-

3\G*. If multiple levels of theory have been applied consecutively the "II" notation is 

applied with the most recently applied theory to the left. i.e. (most recently 

applied)ll(initially applied theory). If RB3LYP/6-3IG* was used to optimise a molecular 

structure and RB3L YP/6-31 +G** was used to calculate the single-point energy then this 

would be denoted RB3L YP/6-3\ +G**IIRB3L YP/6-31 G*. 

2.2.8.3.2 The SCF and Kohn-Sham equations 

The variational theorem applied here is equivalent to that used in HF methods81
• If an 

approximate density function po, approxlmatioll is chosen, the energy Eo, approxlmatlOn calculated is 

greater or equal to the exact energy Eo 81. The trial density is based upon the 

superimposition of atomic densities after which a procedure77 similar to the one described 

in Figure 2.4 is followed. 

The Kohn-Sham equation is solved in an iterative method analogous to the HF SCF 

methodS7 (that is we improve upon a trial electron density function) where in matrix form 

this is 

Eq 2.53 

and HKS is the Kohn-Sham matrix. 
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Electron correlation effects are included in each OFT calculation and this will require 

roughly the same amount of time as a HF calculation. 

2.2.9 Relative performance of ab initio techniques 

The single-point energy of a molecule can be calculated using a variety of techniques and 

the calculation times compared. Methylamine single point calculations were carried out 

with the 6-31 G* basis set by Radom et al78
. 

Radom et al78 compared the time taken for a variety of methods HF, CI, MP2, MP3 (for 

more information Refer to Ab initio molecular orbital theory78). The time for a Hartree

Fock single-point calculation on methylamine was 9 minutes 50 seconds in the 1980's! 

The ratio of HF:CI:MP2:MP3 was I: 15.0: 1.5:3.6. At present these calculations are quicker. 

However, these ratios conveniently show that a hefty time price is paid when 

implementing electron correlation techniques. 

2.3 Electron Population Analysis 

After calculating the energy and wavefunction of a system we can further analyse the 

wavefunction. Population methods partition the electron density among the nuclei such 

that a certain number of electrons are associated with each one54
. Cioslowski 15 emphasised 

the need for rigorous analysis of electronic wavefunctions. Many of the available analyses 

such as Mulliken and U:iwdin population analysis54
,s7 are not applicable to a wide range of 

molecules or usable in all types of electronic structure methods. The definitions in such 

analyses are usually arbitrary and both qualitatively and quantitatively of limited 

usefulness 15,54. 

Two types of analysis methods which can be used to rigorously interpret electronic 

wavefunctions are Bader's theory of Atoms in Molecules5o
,51, which gives an electron 
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density distribution description of a system, and Weinhold's Natural Bond Orbital 

Theory53 which allows for orbital analysis of a system. 

2.3.1 Quantum-Mechanical Theory of Atoms in Molecules 

Bader introduced the concept of Atoms in Molecules5189 and provided a rigorous method 

of dividing the molecular volume into atomic subspace. This method is particularly 

meaningful and rigorous because the allocation of atomic subspace is not arbitrary but 

dependent on a topological analysis of the electron density. 

The electron density is simply the square of the wavefunction54J7 

per) = [\}'(r)[2 . Eq 2.54 

Each atom consists of a nucleus and a disjoint portion of Cartesian space, the atomic 

basin(Q)15. The electron density surface is divided into these non-overlapping atomic 

basins by surfaces (or borders) on which the zero flux condition is observed90
• That is 

V' p(r). n == 0 Eq 2.55 

where p is the molecular electron density and n a vector normal to the surface. The 

collection of all such points defines the atomic basin. 

Atomic populations can be accounted for with: 

Eq 2.56 

where QA is the basin of atom A. 

The nuclei act as attractors of the electron density77. Similarly, on the inter-atomic basin 

surfaces are points where the total derivative is zero - these are termed basin attractors. 
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Basin attractors are minima of the electron density surface in one dimension and are 

termed (3,-1) or bond critical points. The (3, -I) notation signifies that in 3 dimensions (3,) 

there is a saddle point of the electron density with a maximum of electron density in 2 

directions of space and a minimum in the third direction (,-1). It is possible to trace out the 

maximum electron density between two nuclear attractors - this is termed a bond path and 

passes through the basin attractors (bond critical points)77. 

Other critical points that exist include the ring and cage critical points which are found at 

the centre of a ring and cage respectively. Examples include the centre of a benzene ring 

and centre of cubane77. This topological analysis can be applied in a relatively simple and 

visualisable way using the AIM2000 program89
,91,92. This method has been used to study 

the anomeric effect in the O-C-O unit by Mosquera93
. 

2.3.2 Natural Bond Orbital Theory 

Chemists often use Molecular Orbital Theory to discuss the shape and interactions of 

orbitals of a molecule94
• It is often found that these are not the most "natural" orbitals that 

describe the molecular wavefunction. Natural orbitals (introduced by Lowdin53
) describe 

the unique set of orthonormal I-electron functions (); (F) that are intrinsic to the N-electron 

wavefunction \f'(I,2, ... , N). These orbitals are the "best possible" for describing the 

electron density p(r) of \f'(I,2, ... ,N), in terms of highly localised one, two (or three) 

centre orbitals. 

Like the canonical molecular orbitals these natural orbitals may include non-physical 

(unrealistic) but significant delocalisation effects. Pauli's exclusion principle coupled with 

Weinhold's formulation of the localised criterion l5 for orbitals removes the non-physical 

resonance. The resulting orbitals are referred to as natural bond orbitals (NBO's). 
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A collection of transformation algorithms exist which can be used to convert between the 

different types of orbitals. The natural localised orbitals95
,96 sets fit neatly in between the 

standard atomic orbital view and the molecular orbital view as shown below. 

T\ IU T'li(} T'"/$(J 7'\ f. If 0 '0 I If) 

AOs ~ NAOs ~ NHOs ~ NBOs ~ NLMOs ~ CMOs Eq 2.57 

These natural orbitals are also in some sense independent of the basis set chosen, since 

they are "chosen" by the wavefunction. All of the transformations T are unitary except for 

the non-unitary transformation T NAO. 

The natural bond orbital description is in excellent agreement with the theory proposed by 

Lewis53
. Lewis structures are often used to interpret chemical structure and bonding94

. In 

most cases the "Lewis-type" bonding orbitals in NBOs are more than 99% full. 

All the natural orbital sets described are complete and orthonormal. The orthogonality of 

these orbitals means that they cannot overlap. Fortunately, each natural orbital is uniquely 

associated with a "pre-orthogonal" natural orbital (PNAO, PNBO etc.5
"), Pre-orthogonal 

orbitals on the same atom are still orthogonal to each other but are allowed an overlap with 

other atoms orbitals allowing for bond interactions to occurS3
. 

2.3.2.1 The NBO program 

NBO theory has been implemented by Weinhold in the NBO program52
,S3,96,97 to 

qualitatively describe the wavefunction in terms of natural orbitals. MUltiple analyses are 

included when incorporating the default functionality of the NBO program into an 

electronic structure system (ESS - programs such as GAMESS-UK49
). These are Natural 

population analysis, Natural Bond Orbital (NBO) analysis, Natural Hybrid Orbital (NHO) 

directionality, bond bending analysis and 2nd -order perturbation theory analysis52
's3. 

With 2nd -order perturbation theory analysis one can look at conjugative effects. Occupied 

(Lewis) (donor, a) to unoccupied (non-Lewis) (acceptor, a*) orbital interactions are 
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tabulated along with the estimated stabilisation energy of conjugation. The stabilisation 

energy L'\E for 0- - 0-* is: 

Eq 2.58 

Eq 2.59 

where q, is the donor orbital occupancy,c"c
j 

are the orbital energIes of donor and 

A 

acceptor orbitals and F is the orbital Hamiltonian (the Fock or Kohn-Sham operator)52,53. 

2.4 Semi Empirical models - AMI, PM3, PM3C 

The ab initio quantum mechanical methods we have discussed so far only use basic 

physical constants to solve the Schrodinger equation. Semi Empirical Quantum Mechanics 

methods use sets of experimental data and other approximations to simplify the problem. 

The Roothaan-Hall equations are still used but certain integrals are neglected or 

. dS4 approxImate . 

2.4.1 Why use Semi Empirical Methods? 

The cost of ab initio methods scales formally as the fourth power of the number of basis 

functionsn . Most of the calculation involves the manipulation of integrals, specifically the 

large number of two-electron integrals required in constructing the Fock-matrixn . The cost 

associated with these integrals can be reduced by neglecting or approximating them 54
. This 

is exactly what Semi Empirical methods do. 
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The first approximation is to only explicitly consider the valence electrons as these are the 

ones involved in chemical bonding. Secondly, the majority of Semi Empirical methods 

only use basis sets with Slater-type sand p orbitals. The final approximation which is 

applied is Zero Differential Overlap. The overlap matrix S is set to the identity matrix I, 

one-electron integral integrals involving three centres are set to zero and three- and four

centre two-electron integrals are neglected77
• 

Theses approximations reduce the "effectiveness" of Semi Empirical methods. To 

counteract this, parameterisation methods are used. The integrals that are still left are fitted 

to experimental data or data from ab initio calculations. 

2.4.2 How do ab initio and Semi Empirical methods compare? 

The advantages and disadvantages of these methods are listed in the next four paragraphs. 

Advantages of Semi Empirical: It is relatively inexpensive (when compared to high level 

ab initio). These methods are qualitatively good at describing large systems and 

quantitatively good where decent parameter sets existS7
. 

Limitations of Semi Empirical: Systems which are unparameterised, transition structures 

and in some cases hydrogen bonding57
. 

Advantages of ab initio: It can handle any atom (as no parameters are required) and 

.. . d 57 InvestIgate excIte states . 

Limitations of ab initio: Calculations are computationally expensive. Memory and hard 

drive requirements are generally quite large. Small basis sets will generally give a poor 

d ., f 5777 escnptIon 0 a system ' . 
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For most systems a Semi Empirical method with reasonable parameters is a good choice. 

2.4.3 NOOO models 

The most commonly available and often used Semi Empirical models are Austin Model I 

(AM I) and Parameterised Model 3 (PM3). A further model called PM3-Carbohydrate 

(PM3CARB-I) will also be discussed. All of these are based upon the Neglect of Diatomic 

Differential Overlap (NDDO) approximation54.77}8 although core-core repulsions are 

treated in a different manner for each method54. 

NDDO models reduce the number of integrals discarded by the ZOO approximations 

(Refer to Section 2.4.1). In NDDO all two electron two-centre integrals on the same atom 

are kept, only differential overlap between atomic orbitals on different atoms is 

neglected54 . 

2.4.3.1 AMI 

Austin Model I (AMI) was developed by Dewar in the I 980'S54,98. Most of it's 

deficiencies are well known and it can be applied to a wide range of compounds. 

Carbohydrate studies have been carried out with this modeI99
,lOo. 

2.4.3.2 PM3 

The first automated parameterisation procedure was implemented by J.J .P. Stewart to 

develop Parameter Model 3 (PM3)54,77. Like AM I it has been parameterised for a variety 

of molecules and its fallibilities are well known 77. This model has been successfully 

implemented in disaccharide simulations42 . 
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2.4.3.3 PM3CARB-l 

In an effort to more accurately predict conformations of carbohydrates McNamara et al. 

have recently proposed the PM3CARB-I models. The PM3CARB-I model is a 

reparameterised version of the PM3 model but makes several improvements. A 

shortcoming of the PM3 model is the favouring of the IC4 chair over the 4C 1 chair; this 

disagrees with experiment and is corrected in the PM3CARB-I model. The two types of 

chair for ~-glucopyranose are shown in Figure 2.9. The IC4 chair with its numerous 

unfavourable axial interactions should not be favoured. 

Figure 2.9 - Illustration of the 4CI chair and the IC4 chair where subscript labels refer to atom numbering 

about the ring (From McNamara\ 
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The PM3CARB-I model was parameterised using MP2 methods on a small set of 

carbohydrate analogues and an optimum parameter fitting was achieved using statistical 

analysis. Electron correlation effects are parameterised into the Semi Empirical parameter 

set because of the use of electron correlation methods (MP2). Further details of the 

reparameterisation procedure are available5
. 

"PM3CARB-I, appears in general more able to accurately predict the structure and 

energetics of a set of small carbohydrate analogues than does PM3" [s'ici. This is 

illustrated by Figure 2.10 (extracted from the paper by MCNamara5
) The 1C4 chair with its 

unfavourable axial interactions has a strange "hydrogen bond interaction" in PM3 (See 

Figure 2.10 (a)) which is corrected in PMCARB-I (See Figure 2.1 0 (b)). The PM3CARB

I model better represents the ab initio model in Figure 2.10 (c). 

,"., • I't • . , • I't ,';" • • • ,"\ .. • • " • .' lit " .. <J • " 

, " .. .. .. .. .. .. e» c. • " .. ,ill 

" • • .. • • .. • .. • .. .. • • • () • • 
• .. () 

• .. 
J. ~ I :::.53 20-t 

(a) (b) (c) 

Figure 2.10 - The minimum energy structures of the P-D-glucose conformer with the IC4 chair conformation 

computed by (a) PM3, (b) PM3CARB-J and (c) HF/6-3J G* methods, where the distances shown are in 

Angstroms (A). 

Table 2.2 compares PM3 and the adj usted PM3CARB-I parameters. This was extracted 

from the paper by McNamara5 and implemented in CHARMM48 at runtime as input to the 

Semi Empirical quantum module (Refer to Appendix A.I). 
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Table 2.2: PM3 and PM3CARB-l parameters extracted from McNamara5
. 

PM:' and optimised PM:'CARB-l parameters for () and H 

Paramder PJ\'i.' PJ\DCARB-I 

C,,(O) (eV) 86.993 002 90. 9 _~8 07 J 
Cpp(O) (eV) 71Jn9580 76_ 9_~2 200 
1~5(O) (eV) 45_202 651 44.449 581 
/~I'(O) (eV) 24_752515 35 __ ~4_~ 8(19 
::((0) (i\. -I) 3_217 102 Jlnl 8(17 
Uss(H) (eV) I_Un3321 U.514849 
II,,(H) (cV) 5_626 512 4_011 n6 
:x(H) (A -I) 3.356 386 2_75_~ 199 

2.5 The hybrid approach - combining QM and MM methodologies 

QM calculations are not feasible for large systems while MM techniques cannot always 

provide the rigour required. A combined QM/MM approach is ideal, especially for systems 

where electronic effects are likely to exist but where a pure QM approach would be too 

expensive. 

A good example is a large enzyme where electronic processes such as bond-breaking 

and/or fonning are of interest. The system can be partitioned into a QM region, an MM 

region and a QM/MM interaction region. 

This technique can be implemented with the following Hamiltonian 101: 

H HO H HElec H vdW H 
effeCllve = QM + MM + Qtv/,' MM + QM / ,11M + boundan' Eq 2.60 

where the energy is simply 

Eq 2.61 

HQM is the Hamiltonian describing the quantum potential energy for the quantum part of 

the system while H MM describes the MM potential for the MM part of the system. The 

interactions between the QM and MM parts of the system are described by electrostatic 
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and van der Waals interactions using the H g~ci MM and H'Qf:! MM terms. The boundary 

term Hbollndary is used to mimic bulk effects and is the periodic boundary term as applied 

to Molecular Dynamics (MD) simulations (discussed in the next chapter). 

In the case where bonds exist between QM and MM atoms special consideration must be 

made. The ghost atom method (or ghost hybrid orbital method, GHO) is commonly used 

but other approaches are available and the reader is directed to the Encyclopaedia of 

Computational Chemistry I 5 and A combined quantum mechanical and molecular 

mechanical potential for Molecular Dynamics simulations lOI for further details. 

The system considered in this dissertation was neatly partitioned such that whole 

molecules were either quantum mechanically or molecular mechanically treated. 

Specifically the solute (carbohydrate) was treated with QM methods and the solvent 

(water) was treated with MM methods. A schematic of a QM/MM system is shown below 

in Figure 2.11. 

Boundary 
region 

Figure 2.11 - Illustration of a generic QM/MM system (From Field 'o, ) 

Ab initio or Semi Empirical methods can be used to model the quantum mechanical region 

of a QM/MM simulation. The calculations conducted in this study used Semi Empirical 

methods, specifically the PM3CARB-1 model. Both the Semi Empirical QM region and 

MM region are treated within CHARMM48
. The hybrid QMIMM 101 approach as 

implemented in CHARMM48 can be used in the same way as the usual Force Field 

approach. Specifically geometry optimisation, MD simulations and free energy 
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b . b I' d QM/M M 54 77 1 () 1 I . . d fi h S . pertur atlons can e app Ie to systems . . . t IS Important to e me t e eml 

Empirical QM region correctly within CHARMM4R
, it must not contain any MM charges. 

(Refer to Appendix A.2 for the topology definition used). 

2.6 Optimisation Techniques 

Optimisation or minimisation techniques attempt to minimise the overall energy of a 

molecular system and attempt to find minima on the energy surface of a molecular system. 

Even a simple unimolecular system contains a large number of degrees of freedom. For a 

non-linear molecule there are 3N-6 molecular vibrational modes55
. Intramolecular modes 

such as bond vibration, angle and torsional angle rotation make this optimisation process 

more complex. Through-space interactions like electrostatic interactions also affect 

molecular energy. Note that a multidimensional energy surface conceptually describes the 

degrees of freedom available to a molecule. 

This multidimensional hypersurface is denoted a potential energy surface or PES and is 

almost always impossible to visualise, yet low energy areas on the PES are of interest. A 

simple, descriptive and visualisable example is the PES for bond vibration in a diatomic 

molecule. As the bond length is modified, the energy changes and a minimum or most 

preferred bond length is found to exist, i.e. the equilibrium bond length. This can be 

expressed by the Morse potential function 102 

Eq 2.62 

where De is the bond dissociation energy at infinite separation, x is r-re (the extension of 

the bond from its equilibrium distance), E is the energy and a is a constant. 
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Figure 2.12 - Plot of the Morse potential function with De=40, a=O.4 and re=2. 

The Morse potential (See Figure 2.12) simply describes the energy of system relative to its 

geometry i.e. the internuclear distance, r. A minimum exists at the equilibrium bond 

distance (re) and dissociation occurs as the bond is over-stretched. 

By analogy this picture can be expanded to multiple dimensions for a more complex 

molecule where the additional axes may describe the change for any degree of freedom. 

This multidimensional potential will likely contain many stationary points. Some of these 

may be minima, others transition states (saddle-points) and finally some may be maxima 

(higher-order saddle-points or hilltops)58. 

Chemists are primarily interested in minima and transition states. Much effort goes into 

finding all the minima of a PES under exploration, especially to find the overall lowest 

energy denoted the global minimum. Generally, the PES is the hypersurface calculated 

from the energy as a function of nuclear coordinates (Only the potential energy is 

considered). The potential function used may be from electronic structure methods or MM 

methods58. 
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2.6.1 How to find the minima? 

The simplest approach is to vary a coordinate in increments while comparing the energy of 

the structures obtained. For example, a coordinate XI could be changed to generate two new 

structures with xl+8x1 and xl+2axj (A commonly used value for the size of the change in 

coordinate is 0.2 Bohr or 0.2 Radians49
). The energies of the old and new structures can be 

compared. A parabola can be fitted through the old coordinate and the two new 

coordinates. The minimum of the parabolic function is determined and the coordinate XI is 

adjusted to the position of the minimum54 (in practice alternative and more complex 

approaches can be used). This procedure continues until the "lowest energy" is achieved. 

That is the change in coordinate and energy is so small (within a certain tolerance e.g. 

0.000 I au) that one assumes a minimum has been reached. Better methods include the use 

of the first and second derivatives of the energy to direct the search, but these methods are 

more time-consuming. 

The methods available include76
: 

(J) - methods that do not use gradients (univariant methods such as the simplex method) 

(2) - methods that use numerical gradients and second derivatives 

(3) - methods with analytical gradients and numerical second derivatives 

(4) - methods with both analytical gradients and second derivatives76
. 

Type 4 methods seem the most appropriate as they contain the best information and are 

necessary for computing vibrational spectra. Unfortunately, analytical derivatives are 

cumbersome to calculate and Type 3 methods with numerical second derivatives are most 

popular54.76. The algorithms applied in methods 2, 3 and 4 are the same (i.e. the same 

algorithm can be applied) however the accuracy and time taken when on implementation is 

dependant on the method chosen to calculate the derivatives (numerical or analytical). 
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2.6.2 How does optimisation affect the calculation? 

The optimisation process for an ab initio calculation can be represented by Figure 2.13 

Calculation of 
energy gradient 

Obtain initial guess 
for the density 

matrix 

Solution of SCF 
equations (see 

Figure 2.4) 

Finished? 

Vary the molecular 
geometry 

No 

Figure 2.13 - Schematic representing the optimisation process from the initial guess through to population 

analysis (modified from Hehre78
). 

It is clear that a lot more calculation is required than for the simple single-point energy 

case represented in Figure 2.4. 
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Chapter 3 

BACKGROUND TO COMPUTATIONAL METHODS 

MECHANICS AND FREE ENERGY 

ST A TISTICAL 

The previous chapter introduced methods of determining the energy of static 

configurations of molecular systems. What about multiple .system configurations? In other 

words. can dynamic properties be modelled and average properties be calculated? 

Experiments (such as NMR, IR and ORO) generally give information about bulk 

(macroscopic) properties of systems. With computational chemistry techniques it is only 

possible to evaluate the atomic detail of microscopic systems (a few thousand to tens of 

thousands of molecules) because of computational limitations (However, mesoscale 

simulations where a molecule can be modelled as one entity (instead of discrete atoms and 

bonds) can be conducted. Other computational scientists (e.g. Physics. Climatologists) can 

model large macroscopic systems very effectively (although often ignoring atomic detail)). 

How can we extrapolate information obtained from this microscopic viewpoint to obtain 

macroscopic properties? 

3.1 Statistical Mechanics 

Statistical mechanics allows one to consider average properties of a system as well as 

extrapolate the microscopic system observables to estimate macroscopic system properties. 

Statistical mechanics theory is the application of the mathematical tools provided by 

probability theory to the motion of particles 103. Two important concepts in statistical 

mechanics are the ensemble average and the partition function. The idea of an ensemble 

was first introduced by J.W. Gibbs 102
. An ensemble is simply a large collection of 

imaginary replicas ofa system. 
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The simplest example of an ensemble is to consider a closed system with adiabatic walls 

which contains a gas where the following are fixed: the number of gas molecules, N; the 

volume, V and the energy, E. If this system is replicated M times, a collection or ensemble 

of M systems is obtained each with N, V and E constant. This is called a microcanonical 

ensemble and is depicted in Figure 3.1. 

Replica 
systems with 
the same 
N,V,E 

System 
1----- under 

consideration 

Rigid, 
~-__ adiabatic 

walls 

Figure 3.1 - Schematic of an NVE ensemble (modified from Laidler and Meiser I02
). 

There are different energy levels available to each molecule in each system of the NVE 

ensemble. The number of ways or complexions, W, in which we can distribute the 

molecules is 

W=~ 
n,n,! 

Eq 3.1 

where N is the total number of molecules and nj is the number of molecules in energy level 

I. 

In an NVE ensemble both the overall number of molecules and the overall energy must be 

constant. Therefore the following constraints apply: 
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Eq 3.2 

Eq 3.3 

where £i is the energy of energy level i and E the total energy. 

This implies that each replica system may contain particles with different instantaneous 

positions and momenta, as long as the total N, V and E remain constant. A specific 

property A, related to the momenta and positions of the particles can be measured for each 

replica. An average of A for all the instantaneous configurations gives the ensemble 

(A) dd ·b h . I fA54sSIo3 average, an escn es t e expenmenta average 0 ". 

The fraction of molecules in each energy state contributes to the overall energy and to the 

average value of A. To find the fraction of molecules in a specific state we can apply the 

Boltzmann Distribution, thus 

n, e-EI/kul 

N Le-E,/k"i 
Eq 3.4 

where kB is the Boltzmann constant and T, the temperature in Kelvin. 

The Boltzmann distribution is more generally expressed as the partition function. The 

molecular partition function is 

Eq 3.5 

and is the sum of all states available to a moleculess . 

The system partition function, Q, is 

Q = '"' -10', /kJi7 - L..,.e . Eq 3.6 

This is the summation of all energy levels available to all molecules in the system l03
. 

Most experiments tend not to have the number of molecules, volume and energy constant. 

A more pertinent ensemble is the constant N, V and T ensemble, the canonical ensemble. 
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Other commonly used ensembles include the grand canonical (constant 11 (chemical 

potential), Y, T) and the isothermal-isobaric (constant N, P (pressure), T) ensemble. 

For a canonical ensemble we can calculate the ensemble average (A) of a property A 

using 

J 

Ie-PII(I") 
I'~I 

Eq 3.7 

where ~ is (kB Trl and VN is a potential function that depends on the positions rN and 

momenta PN. It would be very difficult, and impractical, to estimate the numerator and 

denominator separately by using the uniform sampling method, i.e., performing T 

independent measurements and hoping to observe all states of A. However, non-uniform 

sampling methods can be designed and used to carry out the simulation. 

The equilibrium states of an ensemble can be described thermodynamically. The 

equilibrium state for the microcanonical ensemble (NYE) would give the maximum 

entropy S, while the canonical ensemble (NYT) gives the minimum Helmholtz free energy 

A54. 

3.1.1 How do we generate ensembles computationally? 

In general equilibrium methods such as Molecular Dynamics or Monte Carlo computer 

simulations sample configurations (microscopic states) in such a way that the regions of 

configurational space that make the largest contributions to the integral <A>NVT are also 

regions that are sampled most frequently. If p(v) is the probability of choosing a 

configuration verN, PN) then 

(A) NV) 

) A(vy )e-PiI(I,) I _ ... __ .... _-
\~I p(v) 

) -PU(I',) 

Ie_.~ 
I~I p(v) Eq 3.8 
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where p{v) = e-!3£, and so samples the Boltzmann distribution (See Equation 3.4). This 

produces a canonical ensemble 

Eq 3.9 

as an unweighted average over the configurations sampled. 

3.2 Monte Carlo 

A Monte Carlo (MC) ensemble is generated by random changes to molecular coordinates. 

Only the potential energy contributes to the total energy of the system. If the energy is 

lowered this new state is kept. Higher energy structures can be accepted if their Boltzmann 

difference between the previous and current configuration is less than a random number 

between 0 and I. In other words, if the increase in energy is small the probability of 

accepting this higher in energy state is large. Further details of this method are available in 

standard texts54}7,I04. 

3.3 Molecular Dynamics 

Molecular Dynamics (MD) generates an ensemble by following the time evolution of a 

system using Newton's second law of motion. The ergodic hypothesis states that the time 

average (to the limit of infinity) is equal to the ensemble average thus the MD generated 

ensemble is a valid one. Using this approach it is possible to calculate time-dependent 

properties such as transport coefficients. The MD approach was used exclusively in this 

dissertation54
. 

A MD computer simulation is typically broken down into four stages: initialisation, 

heating, equilibration and production. Initialisation is setting up or building the molecular 

system. Initial positions and velocities of atoms are assigned. Heating involves increasing 
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the kinetic energy of a system to increase the overall temperature. This is possible as the 

temperature is directly related to the kinetic energy as follows54: 

Eq 3.10 

where K is the kinetic energy, N is the total number of particles (atoms), p and m are the 

momentum and mass of a particle i. The equipartition theorem states that each degree of 

freedom contributes (kB T)/2 55. For N molecules and three spatial degrees of freedom (x, y 

and z) this gives 3(NkB T)/2. However, if we constrain the system we reduce the degrees of 

freedom which contribute to the kinetic energy. The Nc term is equal to the number of 

constraints applied to the system54. 

Once a target temperature has been reached the system is allowed to evolve over time until 

it has been sufficiently equilibrated i.e. it is in low energy states. Finally, production phase 

dynamics are used to sample phase space. The production phase data is used for analysis. 

3.3.1 Equilibrium Dynamics 

Experimentally considered chemical systems are often in equilibrium. In computational 

studies equilibrium dynamics can be conducted which sample the low energy states of 

molecular phase space. 

Newton's laws of motion are integrated to produce successive time-dependent 

configurations of the system 54, 104. The following differential equations are solved: 

d 2z F --' ---' -a 
dt 2 - -

m, 

F = - aU(r, , ... rN ) Eq 3.11-14 
, ar, 

where x, y, z represent the position change of a specific atom whose mass is m. Time is 

represented by t while the force and acceleration in the x, y, z direction are F and a 

respectively. U is the potential energy as a function of rj54,I04 where rj represents the x, y 

and z coordinates of the ith atom which is in the set of all N atoms of a system. 
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Full MD simulations are generated from a number of discrete steps in time. Analagous to 

movies in the cinema; which are composed of multiple static snapshots. At each time step 

(t) the total force on each particle is calculated. The accelerations are then calculated and 

combining this information with the known velocities and positions, the new velocities and 

positions for the next time step (t+8t) can be calculated. This process continues for the 

entire simulation and this method of integrating time in finite steps is termed a finite 

difference method. 

The verlet algorithm is the most widely used for integrating the equations of motion54. The 

following is applied: 

r(t + 51) = 2r(t) - r(t - &) + 5/ 2 a(t) Eq 3.15 

where r is the position of an atom and a its acceleration. 

The main drawback of this method is addition of the small term [51"a(t)] to the difference 

of large terms [2r(t) - r(t - &)] which leads to numerical imprecision (floating point 

errors)54. 

The leap-frog verlet method is much more accurate and avoids the inaccuracies associated 

with the standard verlet method54.104. The following equations are employed: 

I 
r(t + &) = r(t) + &v(t + - 51) 

2 

I I 
v(t + -&) = v(t - -&) + &a(t) 

2 2 

Eq 3.16 

Eq 3.17 

The velocity equation, Equation 3.16, is applied first and is always calculated halfway 

between time steps. Applying Equation 3.17, the new positions can then be calculated from 

the previous positions using the velocities calculated from Equation 3.16. The velocities 

and positions (coordinates) appear to "leap" over each other as suggested by the name of 

the algorithm 1 04. 
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3.3.2 Time step 

The length of the time step is a vital component of any MD simulation. To traverse as 

much of conformational space as possible one might consider making the time step as 

large as possiblelO5
. In practice, this is not the case. Using the cinema analogy, if the time 

step is too large the introductory sequence would be followed immediately by the closing 

credits and if the time step was too small the show (played in slow motion) would take 

weeks instead of hours to watch. In computational terms, a large time step creates 

instabilities as molecular collisions would not be modelled accurately. A minute time step 

results in phase space being covered extremely slowly. 

Simulations involving flexible molecules (e.g. polymers) should have a time step which is 

10% of the time of the shortest period of motion54
. The suggested time step for flexible 

molecules with flexible bonds is 10-15 or 5* I 0- 16 seconds (1-0.5 femtosecond (fs». 

Carbohydrates are flexible because of the ability of the pyranose ring to pucker and the 

rotations of the primary and secondary alcohol groups. A I fs time step is adequate for 

carbohydrates54
• However, certain molecular motions are very quick and do not contribute 

significantly to our understanding of a molecular system. Bonds formed between hydrogen 

and heavy atoms (H-X) tend to vibrate at very high frequencies. These H-X bonds can be 

constrained to their equilibrium bond length values54
• The SHAKE 104 algorithm is 

commonly used. In carbohydrate simulations C-H bonds are constrained and the 

carbohydrate is treated with Molecular Mechanics (MM). The water O-H bond is also 

treated with SHAKE I04
. 

3.3.3 Simulation boxes and periodic boundaries 

Systems tend to be modelled in simulation boxes with a shape that allows infinite 

repetition by 3-D tessellation. Popularly used shapes include a simulation cube, truncated 

octahedron and rhombic dodecahedron54
,1()4. The cubic simulation box is used because it is 

geometrically simple to deal with lo4
. 
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The concept of infinite periodic repetition of a system (usually called periodic boundary 

conditions) is related to the discussion about ensembles. This approximation stems from 

the need to eliminate edge effects and thereby better emulate macroscopic or bulk solution. 

An example which illustrates the importance of removing edge effects is from Computer 

Simulations ojLiquids J04
: Consider a simulation cube of size lax lax 10 units containing 

1000 molecules. 488 of these molecules can be seen from the cube faces and experience 

"edge" effects, that is they do not experience the same forces as the rest of the molecules 

from the bulk solution. Replication of the simulation box as an infinite lattice eliminates 

these surface or edge effects. A 2-Dimensional example of this is shown in Figure 3.2. 

(frCi..a (frCi..a (frCi..a 
.0 .0 .0 

,..", c! "', c! "', c! ..... .o~ 6 ...... .o~ 6 ...... .o~ 6 

(frCi..a (frCi..a (frCi..a 
.0 .0 .0 

c:' .fa 6 .... , c! .... , c! 
...... .0 ""D 6 ·····~~6 .a 

(frCi.+a o.Ci.+a o.Ci.+a 
.0 .0 .0 

.". c! "', c! --., c! ; ..... :.o~ 6 ...... .o~ 6 ...... .o~ 6 

Figure 3.2 - Schematic of periodic boundary conditions for a two·dimensional system. The shaded particle is 

shown leaving the simulation box and re-entering 1'"001 the opposite side (Adapted Irom Leach54 and 

Lewars58
). 

When dealing with potentially infinite copies of system there are a number of potential 

pitfalls. 

Firstly, can the !,ystem be infinitely represented? No. Instead, for a cubic simulation box 

only the first "layer" of three dimensional boxes around the original box are considered. As 
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for a rubic cube there are 3*3*3 cubes which means 27 cubes, but the centre cube is the 

original simulation box. Thus, 26 (3 3_1 3
) imaginary replicas of the original simulation box 

are created. 

Secondly, is a molecule interacting with the image of itself or seeing the same molecule 

twice? No, because both of these interactions give incorrect forces and energies. One 

makes sure that this doesn't occur by applying the minimum-image convention. This 

stipulates that after a certain radius (known as the cut-off) a molecule will not interact with 

other molecules. This image neighbourhood list cut-off is sensibly set to less or equal to 

half the box length (See Figure 3.3). 

figure 3.3 - Schematic showing a spherical cut-otT around the shaded particle and the minimum image 

convention as applied to a periodic system (Adapted from Lcach54 and Lcwars58
). 

Another type of cut-off is the non-bonded cut-off (or long-range interaction cut-oft). The 

non-bonded cut-offs truncate the electrostatic and non-bonded interaction potential. 

Calculation of non-bonded interactions is a time-consuming part of any MD simulation. 

The Lennard-Jones potential (used to consider van der Waals interactions) usually falls off 

to approximately I % of its cr value (where cr is the value at which the interparticle potential 
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is zero) at approximately 2.50-104 . Interactions past this point (2.50-) will not significantly 

contribute and can be truncated. Direct truncation will lead to discontinuities in energy. 

Switching (Sw) or shifting (Sf) can be applied such that the potential function changes 

smoothly to zero at the specified cut-off point l06. These techniques are described by the 

following equations54,106: 

r < l' 
1/ - 011 Eq 3.18 

(1'2 1'2)( 2 + 2 2 3 2) S (r ) = otf - If r'11 ~I - ron 
H' 'I (2 2 ) 3 r -r 

/~!j on 

Eq 3.19 

r > r 
'I otf Eq 3.20 

Eq 3.21 

Eq 3.22 

For switching, a cut-on value ron describes the distance at which modification to the 

potential starts and the cut-off value roll designates the value at which the potential is 

truncated. For shifting, reut is simply the cut-off distance and r'J is the current distance 

between atoms i andj. 

The non-bonded neighbourhood list cutoff stores a list of molecules that fall just outside 

the potential truncation radius of a molecule. It is very costly to check all molecules to see 

if they fall into the energy truncation region. It is less costly to keep a "buffer region", a list 

of molecules just outside the spherical truncation cut-off, in memory. At each time step 

molecules that previously interacted with the current molecule will be checked as well as 

those in the "buffer region". This buffer region should be large enough such that a 

molecule will not be able to diffuse through it in one time steplO4. 
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3.3.2 Non-equilibrium dynamics 

Standard MD tends to sample low energy states and generally will not overcome barriers 

greater than 2kB T 104
. At 298.15K, barriers of greater than c.a 1-2 kcallmol are unlikely to 

be traversed. To adequately sample all of phase space. not just low energy states biased or 

non-equilibrium dynamics are used. A simulation is biased such that the molecular system 

is directed to traverse the less frequently sampled, higher in energy regions of phase space. 

3.3.2.1 Why bias simulations? 

Statistical properties (often termed entropic properties) such as the Gibbs (G) and 

Helmholtz (A) free energies are directly related to the partition function of a system. 

Entropic properties are directly impacted by the high energy states of a system54
,77. To 

correctly predict such properties biased sampling must be applied. 

3.3.2.2 Langevin Dynamics / Stochastic Dynamics 

Stochastic dynamics are often employed in biased simulations. The equation of motion 

used in Langevin dynamics is the following for each atom i in the system: 

~ ~ 

d 2 r,(t) _\ ~ _\ ~ dr,(t) 
---'--7 - = nI, F, + nI, R,- r, --
~- ~ 

Eq 3.23 

~ ~ 

where m, and ri are the mass and position of the ith atom, y, is a frictional coefficient, Ri 

~ 

is a stochastic term and F, is the force arising from the Force Field. 

Langevin dynamics controls the temperature by adding a stochastic term and frictional 

~ 

force (y, dr, (t)) to the force arising from Force Field terms. The stochastic term 
dt 

introduces energy the system and can be considered a random force due to constant 

molecular bombardment of the solute by the solvent. The frictional force removes energy 

from the system and is equivalent to frictional drag on the solute by the solvent. The 

bombardment and drag effects are real effects that are experimentally observed as 
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Brownian motion lo7
. Stochastic dynamics can be used to control the temperature and thus 

avoid velocity rescaling techniques (and the problems associated with them)54. Stochastic 

techniques are crucial for Potential of Mean Force (PMF) calculations as the random force 

improves the traversal of phase space. 

In gaseous phase simulations the frictional force is applied to the "solute" while In 

condensed phase (liquid) simulations the frictional force is applied to the solvent. 

3.4 Free Energy Calculations and Perturbation Methods 

Chemists are interested in molecular properties and behaviors but perhaps the most 

fascinating are binding and conformational preferences because they are difficult to 

determine. These preferences can be explored by looking at the free energy, which is the 

total amount of energy in a physical system which can be converted to do work lo8
. An 

accurate method for predicting the free energy gives us the ability to understand and 

predict molecular properties lo9
• 

The free energy whether it is the Gibbs (G) or Helmholtz (A) energy is an entropic or 

thermal property54. As mentioned earlier, thermal properties are directly related to the 

partition function. High energy states make important contributions to the partition 

function and thus to the free energy. The Helmholtz free energy, A depends directly on the 

system partition function, Q as shown below: 

Eq 3.24 

Consider two conformations characterised by potentials E,(r) and E,(r), the free energy 

difference between the two conformations can be determined by (following the 

formulation of R. W. Zwanzig llO for two fluids): 

A - A = -k Tln~ = -k Tln(e- f3IlF
) 

I 0 H Qo H 0 
Eq 3.25 
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where ~E = EI(r) - Eo(r), and the ensemble <A>o is taken in the reference system Eo(r). 

This equation is used in computer simulations to compute free energy differences in a 

procedure known as the free energy perturbation (FEP) methodlll-113. 

3.4.1 Umbrella Sampling and the Potential of Mean Force (PMF) 

A general solution to sample regions of large negative ~E, which cannot be efficiently 

sampled using equation 3.25, is on the basis of a general non-Boltzmann distribution 114 

Eq 3.26 

where W(r) is a positive-valued weighting function. The average of any property in the 

original ensemble, <A>o, can be related to averages taken over Me trials or MD 

trajectories in the weighted ensemble: 

(AIW) 
(A) = / w 

o (l/W)w 
Eq 3.27 

Both averages <A/W>w and <I/W>w are needed to get the final result. This technique is 

t' d b II I· IIS-117 re erre to as urn re a samp mg - . 

The Potential of Mean Force (PMF) method can be used to describe how n degrees of 

freedom are related to the change in energy of a molecular system. Thus any sensibly 

chosen degree of freedom can be related to the free energy change in a system. 

The PMF is the average potential a coordinate of interest feels due to all interactions of and 

with the solvent lo3 . We can apply a reversible force to the coordinate such that it traverses 

phase space. Integration of this reversible force yields the reversible work (the Potential of 

the Mean Force). If the PMF is calculated at constant N, V and T then the reversible work 

is the change in the Helmholtz free energy. 

These methods have been previously applied to carbohydrate systems by KutteI4o,118,119 

and Bryce4lA2. 
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3.4.2 Implementing PMF routines in CHARMM 

The PMF code used in this dissertation to record the probability of the system and to bias 

dynamics was written and implemented into CHARMM 27bI 12o
• 

The I-Dimensional Potential of Mean Force code required for hydroxymethyl (primary 

alcohol) rotation analysis was incorporated by modification of the USERE routine in the 

latest version of CHARMM (c33b2)48. The code was re-compiled to produce a serial 

dynamics program. The code has been previously used in parallel for standard MD 

simulations. However, the Semi Empirical procedures in CHARMM currently do not 

parallelise and a serial version of the code was used. 

3.4.3 Theoretical background - Umbrella Sampling and the PMF 

The PMF represented by W(~) can be calculated for a generalised multidimensional 

degree offreedom ~ using the following equation 

Eq 3.28 

The full derivation for the multidimensional degree of freedom4o is practically equivalent 

to the I-Dimensional case although the implementation is somewhat different. The 1-

Dimensional case for a torsional degree of freedom was used in this project and it will be 

described further. 

The PMF, W(OJ) for the free energy of rotation of the torsional angle CD is related to the 

probabil ity of states of a system by 

Eq 3.29 

where P( OJ) is the probabil ity distribution function for (/), kg is the Boltzmann constant and 

T is the temperature. When applied to canonical dynamics simulations (constant NVT) the 

Helmholtz free energy rotation curve is obtained. High energy states make a large 

contribution to the PMF and a reasonable estimate requires proper sampling of phase 
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space. Biased sampling methods are applied to achieve improved sampling in the form of 

b II . 1115-117 an um re a potentia . 

The modified system potential (the Hamiltonian, H' which includes the biasing) is a sum 

of the system Hamiltonian (HO) and the applied umbrella potential biasing U(OJ) as shown 

below: 

H ' = H" + U(OJ) or Eq 3.30 

H' H" H H lel
", H ,dw H U( ) = (!M + MAl + (!M I/vIM + (!A/ I MAl + halmdarr + OJ. Eq 3.31 

Application of the biased potential, H' to a simulation yields a biased probability density 

distribution P'(OJ). To obtain the unbiased probability density distribution the following is 

applied: 

P({v) = CP'(OJ)efJ1/(UJ) 

where C is an arbitrary integration constant and f3 = __ 1_. 
kHT 

Eq 3.32 

With the purpose being to sample phase space as evenly as possible, the ideal choice for 

U({v) is the inverse of the PMF (- W(OJ)) thus; 

U(OJ) = kT In P(OJ). Eq 3.33 

At the beginning of these calculations the W (OJ) function is unknown and the initial 

simulation is an unbiased one (apply U(OJ) = 0\7' OJ). The probability distribution for this 

simulation allows one to calculate a first guess for the PMF, W(OJ) from which an 

improved biasing potential, U(OJ) is calculated for use in the next simulation. This is an 

iterative process and is repeated until all phase space is adequately sampled. 

3.4.3.1 Potential of Mean Force convergence 

"Adequate sampling" is a very generic description. An adequate description of phase space 

implies that enough of phase space is sampled such that quantities calculated from the 
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statistical distribution are meaningful. More specifically the ratio of most to least sampled 

should in theory be equivalent. This is not actually feasible and instead the ratios of highest 

to lowest populations for each glucose and galactose PMF simulation were required to be 

less than 5: 1. In studies by Kumar et al., a less strict convergence criterion was 

enforced I21 .122
. This ratio can be calculated by summing and binning (binning by dividing 

phase space into equal portions of a finite size and filling these bins) all the populations 

sampled throughout the iterative PMF procedure. 

3.4.4 Theoretical background for Weighted Histogram Analysis Method 

The Weighted Histogram Analysis Method (WHAMI15121-123) is an iterative procedure 

used to improve the sampling of conformational space and therefore make free energy 

calculations converge more rapidly. The WHAM procedure optimises links between 

simulations and produces the best possible estimation of free energies. It was used in this 

work and it was first implemented in CHARMM simulations of carbohydrates71 to 

combine biased population distributions from multiple simulations using computed 

weighting factors to yield the best unbiased probability distribution, Pk. After i simulations 

for a torsional degree of freedom CD which has been divided into k bins, the unbiased 

probability histogram Pk is given by the following equations: 

In,.k 
Pk ==-'--

IN,f,c'k 
Eq 3.34 

Eq 3.35 

Eq 3.36 

Here, nj are the total number of configurations stored in the ith simulation, ~ are the free 

energy weighting factors, each CDk is a value of CD that falls in the kth bin, n1.k is the 

histogram for CD from the kth bin in the ith simulation. The WHAM equations are applied 
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iteratively until the maximum difference between the previous and current iteration 

weighting coefficients (max If/ - 1/-11) is less than 0.00 )71. 

For the PMF calculations in this dissertation, a histogram that allowed full rotation of a 

torsional angle through 360 degrees was constructed. This rotational range was labelled 

from -180 degrees to + 180 degrees and was divided into 72 bins of width 2.5 degrees. 

3.5 Pucker Analysis 

The purpose of pucker analysis is to evaluate the puckering of the pyranose ring during a 

MD simulation. The Cremer and Pople definition 124 is used and Figure 3.4 illustrates the 

coordinate system for determining ring puckering. For six-membered rings, e.g. pyranoses, 

three Cremer and Pople parameters define ring conformation. These are Q the magnitude 

as well as e and ~ the angles that represent ring puckering. The most important of these is 

the angle e which represents the degree of puckering away from the chair conformer to the 

boat or twist boat conformer. The chair structure is designated by an angle of 0 or 180 

degrees for e. 

/ 

e 

~'c-'--
~,/~~"P'"lt 

/ 
/ 

/' 

" ; 
\: 

Figure 3.4 - An illustration of how Q. e and ~ (the magnitude and the angles that represent ring puckering) 

are related to the pyranose conformers (chair. half Boat, boat, half chair and twist boat)(from Cremer I24
). 
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This analysis is required to ensure that the preferred 4C I chair has not flipped to a boat or to 

the IC4 chair during a simulation. 
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Chapter 4 

THE HYDROXYMETHYL GROUP CONFORMATIONAL PREFERENCE 

The results for both glucose and galactose simulations are presented in this chapter. The 

methodology used in the gaseous and aqueous phase calculations will be described for 

each monosaccharide followed by a discussion of the simulation results. 

4.1 Gaseous phase methodology 

4.1.1 Potential of Mean Force Dynamics simulations 

Gas phase dynamics for the ~-anomers of glucose and galactose were done using 

CHARMM 33b248 . Both conformers were simulated although only the ~-anomers are 

shown here because of their dominance while the (X-anomer data is supplied as 

supplementary data (Refer to Appendix B). From here on the terms glucose and galactose 

refer to the ~-anomer of the said sugar. The saccharides were treated with PM3CARB-1 

where the initial structures were minimised for 100 steps (using steepest descent 

minimisation techniques54 available in CHARMM48) followed by a 0.4 nanoseconds (ns) 

heating phase to a final temperature of298.15K. 

The PMFs were constructed from twenty constrained dynamics simulations of 0.4 

nanoseconds (ns) totalling 8ns for each saccharide. A complementary set of unconstrained 

simulations were carried out (Refer to Appendix C for the PMF curves). Weak restraints 

were applied to the pyranoside ring dihedrals in the constraint dynamics to preserve the 4C 1 

ring conformation (Refer to Appendix 0 for the details of the restraints applied). The ring 

can pucker out of the 4C 1 chair in the gaseous phase because of strong intramolecular 

interactions. Without the screening effect of solvent, intramolecular electrostatic 

interactions are strong and the hydroxyl groups interact quite strongly. In the gaseous 

phase these hydrogen bond type interactions are stronger in the lC4 chair (the axial chair). 
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The canonical ensemble (constant N, V and T) was used to describe the system at 

298.ISK. Langevin dynamics with the leapfrog-verlet integrator and an integration time 

step of 1 fs were employed54,lo4. The following equation of motion was applied (Refer to 

Chapter 3): 

---> ---> 
d2ri(t) _1---> _1---> dr,(t) 
----'0-. -=m, F,+m, R,-y,--

dt~ dl 
Eq 4.1 

---> 
The stochastic term (R,) and a frictional force proportional to a frictional coefficient (Yi) 

control the simulation temperature. A frictional coefficient of magnitude 62.S pS-1 was 

applied to all atoms l19. Other than providing a heat bath to control the temperature, 

Langevin dynamics also improves sampling of conformational space by virtue of the 

random stochastic force. The CHARMM switching functions were applied on a group-by

group basis and in these vacuum dynamics the long range interactions were effectively not 

truncated as they were switched to zero between 8 A and 9 A. Non-bonded interactions 

were updated heuristically. 

4.1.2 Quantum Mechanics Simulations 

4.1.2.1 The rotational profile 

Ab initio calculations were completed for glucose and galactose with GAMESS-UK 7.049. 

Electron correlation was included in the description of glucose and galactose using Density 

Functional Methods (Refer to Chapter 2). 83L yp87
,88 was employed with restricted closed 

shell Hartree-Fock for all calculations. 

In the gaseous phase the orientations of the secondary hydroxyls of the saccharide ring 

must be either clockwise or reverse clockwise for the best intramolecular interactions to 

occur36. All conformers considered have the secondary hydroxyls oriented in the lower 

energy reverse clockwise direction36
. The gas phase rotational curves were constructed for 

glucose and galactose using single-point energies from the R83L YP/6-31 G* and 

RB3L YP/6-31 +G** levels of theory (Refer to Chapter 2). These curves were generated by 
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rotation of the CD-torsion angle (-175, -170, -125, -120, -115, -70, -65, -60, -55, -50, -5, 0, 5, 

50, 55, 60, 65, 70, 115, 120, 125, 170, 175, 180) (See Figure 4.1). 

The orientation of the hydrogens of hydroxyl groups are important for finding the lowest 

possible stationary points46
. The 8-torsional angle (rotation of the hydrogen of the 6-

hydroxyl group (H06-06-C6-C5); -60, 60,180) was rotated for glucose and galactose. 

The profile of galactose also included rotation of the .-torsional angle (rotation of the 

hydrogen of the 4-hydroxyl group (H04-04-C4-C5); -60, 60,180). 

Figure 4.1 - Chemical sketches for glucose (lett) and galactose (right) with the 05-C5-C6-06 (0)) and H06-

06-C6-C5 (8) torsional angles indicated for both monosaccharides and the H04-04-C4-C5(T) indicated for 

galactose 

The stationary points at gg, gt and tg positions for each carbohydrate were each geometry 

optimised at the RB3LYP/6-3IG* and RB3LYP/6-3J+G** levels of theory. These basis 

sets are commonly used for medium to large molecules and a comparison of basis sets in a 

previous study showed that these are adequate for monosaccharides 125. 

4.1.2.2 Atoms in Molecules Analysis (Wavefunction analysis) 

The wavefunctions for the optimised structures were analysed with Atoms in Molecules 

(AIM) 50. A topological analysis of the electron density is considered. Bond critical points 
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percentage of these solutions was reflected 7. The systems were then heated to 298.15K and 

equilibrated for 2 ns. 

Twenty constrained dynamics simulations of 0.4 nanoseconds (ns) in length were 

performed to give a total of 8ns for each saccharide solution. Weak restraints were applied 

to the pyranoside ring dihedrals to prevent the transition from a chair to a boat structure, 

although this was not expected to occur in solution (Refer Appendix 0 for details of the 

restraints applied). Unconstrained dynamics simulations were also performed (Refer to 

Appendix C for the PMF curves). 

Solution dynamics were carried out using the canonical ensemble (NVT) at 298.15K and 

the Langevin dynamics method. The leapfrog-verlet integrator was used with an 

integration time step of I fs. The frictional coefficient of 62.5ps·l was applied to all MM 

atoms (the water molecules)119. The SHAKE algorithm 126 was applied to all MM 

hydrogens. Langevin dynamics provides temperature control and is also vital for 

improving sampling of phase space. This is particularly important in the aqueous phase. 

The CHARMM switching functions were applied on a group-by-group basis. The long 

range interactions were switched to zero between 8 A and 10.360 loA for glucose and 

between 8 A and 10.37628 A for galactose. Non-bonded interactions were updated 

heuristically with the non-bonded list cut-off being set to half the simulation cube side 

length (12.36010 A for glucose and 12.37628 A for galactose). 

Periodic boundary conditions were implemented using the crystal keyword in a cubic 

simulation box. Images were updated heuristically and the minimum energy convention 

was applied. The image cut-off was set to half the simulation cube side length to eliminate 

edge effects. 
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4.3 Results - Vacuum electronic effects and conformational preferences 

4.3.1 The Potential of Mean Force 

The relative Free Energy curves for the rotation about the CD-torsional angle for glucose 

and galactose are Figures 4.6 and 4.7. The minimum energy conformations for glucose 

(with conformer name and CD in brackets) are 0.000 kcahnor l (gg, -65.0°), 0.104 kcal'mor 

I (tg, 152.5°), 0.311 kcal·mor l (gt, 70°). Similarly for galactose, minimum energy 

conformers are 0.000 kcal·mor l (gt, 75.0°), 0.208 kcal·mor l (gg, -57.5°), 0.552 kcal·mor l 

(tg, -172.5°). 

4 

·180 -120 -60 60 120 180 

05·C5-C6-06 Dihedral Angle 

Figure 4.6 - Vacuum PMF (for the Helmholtz Free Energy) for rotation of the hydroxy methyl group of 

glucose in the gaseous phase using PM3CARB-i constrained dynamics. 
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Ig 

-180 -120 -60 60 120 180 

05-C5-C6-06 Oihedral Angle 

Figure 4_7 - Vacuum PMF (for thc Helmholtz Free Energy) for rotation of thc hydroxymethyl group of 

galactose in the gaseous phase using PM3CARB-l constrained dynamics_ 

The gaseous phase for glucose show a similar relative ordering to methyl a- and ~-D

glucopyranoside results published by Tvaroska 127
_ 

Both saccharides exhibit some gauche preference in vacuo but these preferences do not 

exactly agree with experimental solution NMR43
,44 16 results suggesting that solvent plays 

a role in determining the conformation of the hydroxymethyl group_ Even in vacuo the 

configuration of the 4-hydroxyl alters the order of minimum energy conformers, note the 

difference in rotational preference for glucose and galactose (Specifically, the gt conformer 

in galactose). 

4.3.1.1 Potential of Mean Force convergence 

The procedure described in Chapter 3 was applied to both in vacuo glucose and galactose 

PMF data. 
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Figure 4.8 - The gaseous phase glucose population distribution from the PMF. This shows a relatively even 

sampling of phase space. The normalised maximum is 0.00884 and the normalised minimum is 0.00558, 

where the total population is normalized to I. 
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Figure 4.9 - The gaseous phase galactose population distribution from the PMf'. This shows a relatively even 

sampling of phase space. The normalised maximum is 0.02192 and the normalised minimum is 0.00484, 

where the total population is normal ised to I. 

Both the glucose and galactose PMF calculations show thorough sampling of phase space 

(See Figures 4.8 and 4.9). The ratios of the most to least sampled conformers for glucose 
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and galactose are 1.58: 1.00 and 4.53: 1.00 respectively. Figure 4.9 shows a single 

irregularity at approximately -1200 for galactose, however the ratio of most to least 

sampled conformers is still within the boundaries discussed in Chapter 3. 

4.3.1.2 Pucker Analysis 

Although weak constraints have been applied to the endocyclic torsion angles (the internal 

ring torsional angles) of the glucose and galactose ring, a pucker analysis is still necessary 

(refer to Chapter 3). It is necessary to make sure that the ring hasn't puckered to a boat and 

to make sure that the ring is not completely rigid (still has some conformational freedom). 

Figures 4.10 and 4.11 illustrate the puckering for glucose and galactose throughout the 

PMF simulations. 
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Figure 4.10 - Plot showing the ring puckering of glucose in the gaseous phase. 
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Figure 4. II ~ Plot showing the ring puckering of galactose in the gaseous phase. 

Even though ring constraints have been applied, a slight puckering from a perfect chair 

structure is observed (8 (theta) fluctuates near to 180 degrees). The inherent flexibility of 

the ring still exists. 

4.3.2 Population Distributions 

The population distribution for each well of the free energy curve was calculated. The 

border between a well population and a transition population is at the point which the 

derivative of the free energy curve is at a maximum or at a minimum. The small amount of 

border population is summed into the nearest well population. 

The gaseous phase population distribution for glucose yields a distribution of gg:gt:tg = 

39.92:21.51 :32.34 and the population distribution for galactose yields gg:gt:tg = 

37.32:43.76: 16.53 as shown in Table 4.1. 

It is valid to record this data to two decimal places as these calculations are very precise. 

There are a few reasons for this: the nature of the algorithm, the high precision to which 

numbers can be stored and finally the exceptional sampling ratios (see Section 4.3.1.1). 
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With ratios below 5: I for the most to least sampled populations of a simulation the 

populations fractions calculated have a very low statistical error and are precise. 

Table 4.1: J3-D-Glucose and J3-D-Galactose populations in the gaseous phase 

conformer 

gg 

gt 

tg 

p-D-Glucose 
Normalised 
Population of 
well 
39.92 

21.51 

32.34 

p-D-Galactose 
Normalised 
Population of 
well 
37.32 

43.76 

16.53 

Note that the values in Table 4.1 do not sum to the total population (100%) as the PMF 

algorithm explicitly includes transition populations. The summed population for the all the 

transition states is 6.23 for glucose and 2.39 for galactose. 

4.3.3 Natural Bond Orbital Analysis 

Natural Bond Orbital analysis was applied to the in vacuo quantum mechanically 

optimised minima. The most interesting interactions are highlighted in bold in Table 4.2. 
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Table 4.2: Natural Bond Orbital Analysis for jl-D-glucose and jl-D-galactose in 

vacuum; optimised using RB3LYP/6-31+G** showing (j to (j* donations 

Rotamer Glucose Natural Bond orbital Galactose Natural Bond orbital 
interactions (in kcal/mol) interactions (in kcal/mol) 

gg 0CS-05 ~0* C6-H 1027 kcalomor l 
0C5-05 ~0* C6-H 1012 kcalomor l 

(jC6-11 --.(j* C5-05 5.41 kcal'mor' (jC6-H ~(j*C5-05 6.23 kcal·mor l 

0C6-11 ~0* C5-05 0069 kcalomor1 
0C6-H ~0* C5-05 0058 kcalomor' 

(jC5-H ~(j* C6-06 4.91 kcal'mor' (jC5-H ~(j* C6-06 5.40 kcal'mor l 

0C6-06 ~0* C5-H 1033 kcalomor l 
0C6-06 ~0* C5-H J 019 kcalomor l 

gt 0CS-05 ~0* C6-H J 022 kcalomor l 
0CS-05 --.0* C6-H 1030 kcalomor l 

(jC6-H ~(j* C5-05 5.49 kcal·mor l 
(jC6-H ~(j* C5-05 5.53 kcal·mor l 

0C6-H ~0* C5-05 0086 kcalomor l 
0C6-H ~0* C5-05 0094 kcalomor l 

0C6-H ~0* C5-11 3066 kcalomor l 
0C6-H ~0* C5-H 3071 kcalomor l 

(jC5-H ~(j* C6-06 0.58 kcal·mor l (jC5-11 ~(j* C6-06 0.68 kcal'mor l 

0C5-H ~0* C6-11 3003 kcalomor l 
0C5-H ~0* C6-H 3006 kcalomor l 

0CS-05 ~0* C6-06 1088 kcalomor l 
0C5-05 ~0* C6-06 J 087 kcalomor l 

0C6-06 ~0* C5-05 2007 kcalomor l 
0C6-06 ~0* C5-05 2.49 kcalomor l 

tg 

0C6-H ~0* CS-H 3036 kcalomor l 
0C6-11 ~0* C5-H 3.43 kcalomor l 

(jC6-H ~(j* C5-05 1.15 kcal·mor l (jC6-H ~(j* C5-05 0.97 kcal·mor l 

(jC5-H --.(j* C6-06 0.58 kcal·mor l 
(jC5-11 ~(j* C6-06 0.67 kcal·mor l 

0C5-11 ~0* C6-11 2084 kcalomor l 
0C5-11 ~0*C6-11 2099 kcalomor l 

These interactions are bonding orbital to antibonding orbital interactions between C-H and 

C-O orbitals, specifically 0C6-H~0*C5-05 and 0C5-11 ~0*C6-06o 

For a gg conformer the 0C6-H ~0*C5-05 and 0C5-11 ~0*C6-06 interactions are represented in 

Figure 40120 
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OH 

H 

H 

Figure 4.12 - Left : A sawhorse-type projection of the atoms connected to the C5-C6 bond Centre: 

Illustration of donation of electron density from crC6-H --->cr*cs-os in the gg rotamer. Right: Illustration of 

donation of electron density from crCS-H --->cr* C6-06 in the gg rotamer. 

These orbital interactions are most stabilising in the order gg > gt >tg for both glucose and 

galactose. In the gg conformer the best possible donor and acceptor bonds are anti to one 

another, that is C6-H (a bonding donor) is opposite to C5-05 (an anti-bonding acceptor) 

and at the same time C5-H (a bonding donor) is opposite to C6-06 (an anti-bonding 

acceptor) (Figure 4.12). The NBO model intrinsic stabilisation is the same as that predicted 

by Kirby's definition of the gauche effect I I (Refer to Chapter I). 

The stabilisation effect of the crC6-H-cr*CS-05 and crCS-II-cr*Co-06 is likely to change as we 

deviate from the low energy stationary points of the PMF. NBO analysis was applied to 

conformers that show maximum CD-torsional angle deviation (1'1 CD ) but still belong in a 

specific well. These values are shown in Table 4.3 and 4.4 and the general trend is that low 

energy stationary points have a high NBO orbital overlap. 
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Table 4.3: ~-D-Glucose overlap in vacuo 

conformer Total NBO Total NBO Total NBO 
overlap for (JC6- overlap for (JC6- overlap for (JC6-

H~(J* C5-05 and II~(J* C5-05 and II~(J* C5-05 and 
(JC5-H ~(J* C6-06 (JC5-H ~(J* C6-06 (JC5-H ~(J* C6-06 

at 'co -~co' at 'co' at 'co +~co' 
(kcat·mor l) (kcahnorl) (kcal·mor l) 

gg 8.73 10.31 7.65 

gt 6.27 7.04 7.45 

tg 4.59 2.94 0.56 

Table 4.4: ~-D-Galactose NBO overlap in vacuo 

conformer Total NBO Total NBO Total NBO 
overlap for (JC6- overlap for (JC6- overlap for (JC6-

H~(J* C5-05 and II~(J* C5-05 and H~(J* C5-05 and 
(JC5-H ~(J* C6-06 (JC5-H ~(J* C6-06 (JC5-H ~(J* C6-06 

at 'co -~co' at 'co' at 'co +~co' 
(kcal·mor l) (kcal·mor l) (kcal·morl) 

gg 10.56 12.1 6.67 

gt 4.97 7.17 5.93 

tg 2.84 0.84 2.28 

4.3.4 Hydrogen bonding 

The NBO analysis doesn't adequately describe the gaseous phase preferences for either 

glucose or galactose. The existence and strength of intramolecular hydrogen bonds must 

still be accounted for. 

Tvaroska et al. considered the energy profiles of the hydroxymethyl moiety of multiple 

glycero-hexopyranoside rings46 (dehydroxylated glucose rings). In these studies the 

hydrogen of the 6-hydroxyl group was explicitly turned away such that no intramolecular 

hydrogen bonds could be formed. These conformers were then compared with those that 
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could form intramoleclll~r hydrogen bonds from 06-H to 05 Ie~ding to the conclusion that 

hydrogen bonding caused gg and gt to oc preferred, FllrthemlOre it W!IS postulated that 

tksc intmmo!ccular h}'drogen bond~ \\cre thc ~olc cau~c 01 the gallci)e clrcc!. In SOme of 

their more recent work 'I varoSka c'l aL I. havc considered more re~listic monosaccharide 

Jcrivatives and have u~ed a similar mdhoJ to pmtuiate the exiM~nce of 6-hydroxylto "

hydroxyl hydrogen bond" Hrown!) al", consitkn:d hydrogen bond~ u~ing the ~omc"hat 

urbitr<lT) distance;;md angle ~riterion !,>r dclining th.:S<' bonds, 

'I he sharing of dectrons (i.e. a covalent interactiotl) octween the donor and acceptor atoms 

is what distingu is.h~s octwccn hydrogen honds and strong ekctrost~tic interactions. A more 

rigorous analysis su~h as the ,A.]\I an;;Jlysis should t.;, applied", Th<; Aloms in r.lole~ules 

analysis ofdlC QM optimised structures for glucose and galoctose was us~d 10 detcmlinc if 

hydrogen bonds exist. According to ~rticles by POJX?lierml ~. there arc eight lTiteria that 

should be mctto characteri~e a hydrogen Ixmd. HOWCI-cr, "'hy ohsl.?rvation OlIC of these 

conditions has been prown to b~ ,uffieient a~ welr,I2!. '1\'0 important and logical criteria 

ar~ that a txmd critical point exists (in a topologically reasonable position, see Figures .. , 15 

- 4, 18) and th~t the d~nsity (in ~ll) be between 0,002 and 0.035 au. 

A (3 ,-1) hond critical poil1t wa~ found between 0 .. al1d 06-H lor both the tg conform~r of 

glucose ;;Jnd Ul<' gg ~On!ilm)Cr of galilCtose (Sox hguft's 4,15 ;;Jnd 4.16). No other hydrog~n 

honds "eft' j(>ulxl !,>r the hydroxymcthyl group, lIow~\'er. in gal octose ;;J hydrogen bond 

W<lS !ilund to e>.i,t ill all <:onl,>nT1crs ~tuJ i ed tJt,tw~~n the ;;Jxl;;J14-hydroxyl al1d e"llllito,i;;J13-

hydroxyl group, The \ 'alues l'or the ckctron dem,ity (p) were 0,0244 au fOf glucose and 

0,0251 au lor gabcto~e (with tllC RmLYI'/o-3IU* Ila.,i~) wocre 06 is the donor and 04 

the acceplor a~ is shown ill Figurc 4.15 Ulld ... 16. The galactose 4-hyJroxyl to 3-hydroxyl 

hydrogen hond (Figurc 4.16-1 g) ha" simi lar elcetron del1~itic~ I",r all mil1imu: gg - 0.019(l 

~u. gt - 0.01% ~u. tg - 0.0204 au, All 01 thcst' del1siti~s are within th~ ral1ge indi<:med by 

Po~:dier"3,"9. for comparison, the a,crag~ tknsity values t'or covalent C-H and O-H 

bond~ ~rc 0,28 ~u lind O.H ~u respectively. 
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figure 4,1] _ GllIco;e, Ihe U e011 I',,-,1"-'<. l'l>c "'''mk eenlre; .re inuieatcd", I"'!;e cnh..-~d ha ll, (Carl'<lTL i, 

hlack, O')gcn i, ,cd, lI~drogen i, ",1\11<)_ FIond l~".hs ",: <I.-.",n l:!<-tween tl>c '1<>l11k ccnLrc,_ On e""h hoo d 

p.th i,. h<>rLd c['itical jXli nt indicated by a ,",I ", i<;ro' pl\",,<, 11", }~llo'" l1licro,phcr< inu;eatc, a rin~ erit ic.1 

r"'i"L 

• 

• • • 
. . • i 

I • • • -. / • , • • I 
• 

fi~l.-c 4_14 (;1""""", the g' Cl>!lnmllCf, n", atom ic ",n tces arc indieMeU" ' I.,-gc enln'lIre<l h.lI, ((:..-""", i, 

bl"ok. Oxygen is red, Hyumgen i, white)_ llot>.1 paths are do',;;" i><1We< Ll the atoolio c<nnes, On c"" b bc"':! 

pMh is" bor..t ernical l~,in l indicate d by a ""I "'Kr"" pl,e,~, TIle }dlow LllKro;phere indio"t«" ring cri lic"1 

point. 
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hydroxyl at C-4 (4-hydroxyl). It is clear from AIM analysis that only the tg conformer of 

glucose (Figure 4.15) and the gg conformer of galactose (Figure 4.16) can form a hydrogen 

bond between the 6-hydroxyl and 4-hydroxyl groups. 

AIM analysis was only applied to static molecules and other types of hydrogen bond type 

interactions are possible between the 6-hydroxyl, 4-hydroxyl for the tg conformer of 

glucose and the gg conformer of galactose. These are shown in Figure 4.19. The 

darkened-wedged bonds represent bonds pointing out of the page at ca. 60° to the plane of 

the paper while the outlined-wedged bonds represent bonds pointing into the page at ca. 

60° to the plane of the paper. 
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J> ",( I ""'a, 0, 
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., 
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:s 
~ 

04 H~6 
H .......... 
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······H ........... 

O
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:; -60 

I "" I ~ L 
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" gg -120 
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~ 
:; -60 
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""," p" 
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LE lv 
eq tg 

-180 -180 L-__________ ----' 
-180 -120 -60 60 120 180 

-180 -120 -60 60 120 180 

eta (H4-04-C4-C6) 
eta (H4-04-C4-C6) 

Figure 4.19 - Illustrations of the potential interactions between the 4-hydroxy and 6-hydroxy group of the tg 

conformer of glucose (left) and the gg conformer of galactose (right) when rotating the 8- and Il-torsional 

angles( H6-06-C6-05 and H4-04-C4-C6 respectively). Darkened wedges point out of the plane of the paper 

and outlined wedges point into the plane of the paper. 

How important are hydrogen bonding interactions in a statistical sense? This can be 

gauged by analysing the direction in which the hydrogen of the 4-hydroxyl and the 6-

hydroxyl are pointing for the entire gaseous phase dynamics trajectory. The torsional 

angles considered were H6-06-C6-C5 (theta, 8) and H4-04-C4-C6 (eta,ll - a pseudo-
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torsional angle (pseudo as not all atoms are bonded)) for the tg conformer of glucose and 

the gg conformer of galactose. From this analysis the probability distribution can be 

plotted as contours as in Figure 4.20. The tg conformer of glucose favours the B 

orientation as shown in Figures 4.19 and 4.20, while the gg conformer of galactose favours 

the D orientation as described by Figures 4.19 and 4.20 for the entire gaseous phase 

trajectory. 

180 ,--------------, 180,------------, 

120 120 

60 

-60 
-60 ) 

-120 
-120 

-180 '-------------------" -180 ~ __________ __...J 

-180 -120 -60 60 120 180 
-180 -120 -60 60 120 180 

eta (H4-04-C4-C6) 
eta (H4-04-C4-C6) 

Figure 4.20 -II-bond 2D vacuum contour plot for glucose (left) and galactose (right). Every contour is a 10% 

increment of the maximum density. One smoothing pass has been applied to this data to reduce artifacts. 

Coupling the statistical interpretation of the intramolecular hydrogen bond with AIM 

analysis provides a strong argument for a real covalent intramolecular hydrogen bond 

which dominates in the tg and gg conformer for glucose and galactose respectively. 
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4.3.5 Other molecular interactions 

Steric interactions and unfavourable dipole-dipole interactions should also be considered. 

The most sterically hindered conformer with the most unfavourable dipole-dipole 

interactions between 04, OS, 06 is undoubtedly the gg conformer of galactose34
. 

4.3.6 Summary 

For glucose, intrinsic stereoelectronic O"C6-W-~0"* C5-05 and O"C5-fr-0"* C6-06 interactions 

favour the gauche conformers. However, the tg conformer is more favoured than expected 

because of an intramolecular hydrogen bond which is formed between the 4-hydroxyl 

group and 6-hydroxyl group. The overall vacuum population for glucose is gg>tg>gt. 

For galactose. intrinsic stereoelectronic O"C6-fr-~0"*C5-05 and O"C5-H-0"*C6-06 interactions 

favour the gauche conformers. The preference for gg is modified due to I. 3 diaxial steric 

interactions, dipole-dipole interactions and intramolecular hydrogen bonding. The 

unfavourable steric and dipole-dipole interactions seem to be moderated by the favourable 

intramolecular hydrogen bond between the 4-hydroxyl group and 6-hydroxyl group. A 

similar rationalisation was made by Tvaroska34 although De Vries and Buck disagree2o
• 

The overall gaseous phase population is gt>gg>tg. 

4.4 Solvent electronic effects and conformational preferences 

4.4.1 The Potential of Mean Force 

The relative Free Energy curves for the rotation about the co-torsional angle for glucose 

and galactose in the aqueous phase are shown in Figures 4.21 and 4.22. The minimum 

energy conformations for glucose (with conformer name and co in brackets) are 0.000 

kcal·mor l (gg, -70°), 0.334 kcal·mor l (gt, 70°), 1.648 kcal·mor l (tg. 160°). Similarly for 

galactose. minimum energy conformers are 0.000 kcal·mor l (gt. 70°). 0.955 kcal·mor l (tg, 

175°), 1.401 kcal·mor l (gg, -57.5°). 
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-lS0 -120 -60 60 120 lS0 

OS-C5-C6-06 Dihedral Angle 

Figure 4_21 - Aqueous solution PMF (for the Helmholtz Free Energy) for glucose using PM3CARB-1 

QM/MM constrained dynamies_ 

4 

J\ 
gl 

-ISO -120 -60 60 120 lS0 

OS-C5-C6-06 Dihedral Angle 

Figure 4.22 - Aqueous solution PMF (for the lIelmholtz Free Energy) for galactose using PM3CARB-1 

QM/MM constrained dynamics_ 
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Clearly, inclusion of solvent impacts the rotational preference about the hydroxymethyl 

group. The barrier heights in the PMF curves are affected by solvation. The barrier height 

for a gg to gt transition is not significantly different for either glucose or galactose. The gg 

to gt barrier for both monosaccharides increases by ca. 2 kcal·mor l
, while gt to tg 

transition lowers by ca. I kcal·mor l for galactose. 

The aqueous solution phase preference now correctly reflects NMR results I 6A3A4. An 

important question is the following: In what way has solvation chemically affected the 

distribution preference? 

4.4.1.1 Potential of Mean Force convergence 

As for gaseous phase calculations the ratio of most to least sampled conformers is a means 

to check the convergence ofthe PMF procedure. 
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05-C5-C6-06 Dihedral Angle 

Figure 4.23 - The aqueous glucose population distribution from the PMF. This shO\\s relati\ely even 

sampling of phase space. The normalised maximum is 0.01154 and the normalised minimum is 0.00511, 

where the total population is normalised to I. 
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Figure 4.24 - The aqueous galactose population distribution /i'om the PMF. This shows relatively even 

sampling of phase space. The normalised maximum is 0.01015 and the normalised minimum is 0.00361, 

where the total population is normal ised to I. 

Both the glucose and galactose PMF calculations show thorough sampling of phase space 

(See Figures 4.23 and 4.24). The ratios of the most to least sampled conformers for glucose 

and galactose are 2.56: 1.00 and 2.81: 1.00 respectively. This is a good result as the ratios 

fall within the limits described in chapter 3. 

4.3.1.2 Pucker Analysis 

Although weak constraints have been applied to the endocyclic torsion angles of the 

glucose and galactose ring in solution, a pucker analysis was still carried out. As described 

previously, one makes sure that the ring hasn't puckered to a boat and that the ring is still 

conformationally flexible. 
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Figure 4.25 - Plot showing the ring puckering of glucose in water. 
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Figure 4.26 - Plot showing the ring puckering of galactose in water. 

Figure 4.25 and 4.26 illustrate that the 4C I chair form is maintained throughout the 

simulation. However, the flexibility of the ring is still evident and this flexibility is a 

crucial part of monosaccharide (and higher saccharide) behaviour. 
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4.4.2 Natural Bond Orbital Analysis 

The intrinsic stereoelectronic preference predicted by Natural Bond Analysis must still 

exist. Remember that the (JC6-H~(J*C5-05 and (JC5-H~(J*C6-06 interactions (shown in Figure 

4.12) predict the gauche conformers are preferred with gg > gt > tg. After solvation the gg 

> bl1: > tg preference predicted by NBO holds true for glucose. 

4.4.3 Hydrogen bonding 

Once again, the effect of hydrogen bonding is important. Grindley and Rockwe1l2
! initially 

concluded that sugar-water hydrogen bonds were not important in determining 

hydroxymethyl preferences. In contrast, research by Kirschner and Woods on 

methoxylated gluco- and galacto-pyranosides in different solvents showed that 

intramolecular hydrogen bonding is weakened in water l3o. They further postulated that 

only solvation correctly reproduces the hydroxymethyl preferences observed in NMR 

experiments82
. Naidoo and Chen published work3IJ7 on the carbohydrate hydrogen bond 

strengths and on the competitive nature of sugar-water hydrogen bond interactions. De 

Vries and Buck showed that intramolecular hydrogen bonds can exist in solvents of 

relatively low polarity such as COcl/o. Intuitively, we do expect intramolecular hydrogen 

bonds to be weakened, if not completed disrupted, in a polar solvent such as water. 

In the gaseous phase, the internal hydrogen bonding present in the tg conformer of glucose 

and the gg conformer of galactose affected the rotational freedom of the hydroxymethyl 

group. A statistical analysis of these conformers was carried out for the solution PMF. 

Although hydrogen bonding interactions were dominant in the gaseous phase, a different 

preference is observed in solution. Figure 4.27 shows a more expansive landscape for the 

hydroxyl groups. All the motifs shown in Figure 4.14 are sampled throughout the solvated 

dynamics simulation. 
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Figure 4.27 - H-bond 2D water contour plot for glucose (left) and galactose (right). Every contour is a 10% 

increment of the maximum density. One smoothing pass has been applied to this data to reduce artifacts. 

It is quite clear that the competitive nature of a polar solvent like water which has the 

ability to form dynamic saccharide-water hydrogen bond interactions can disrupt or at least 

reduce the preference for intramolecular hydrogen bonds. Disruption of the intramolecular 

hydrogen bonding interaction lowers the preference for the tg conformer of glucose and 

the gg conformer of galactose by ca. 1.5 kcal·mor l
. This value is a good estimate of the 

intramolecular hydrogen bond strength. 

4.4.4 Population analysis in the aqueous phase 

The population distribution for the aqueous phase can also be calculated yielding gg:gttg 

of 59.21 :34.88:0.83 for glucose and gg:gt:tg of3.32:79.60: 10.15 for galactose as shown in 

Table 4.5. As for the gaseous case, the sum of the transition state populations is the 

difference between the sum of the well populations and 100%. The transition populations 

for glucose and galactose in solution are 5.09 and 6.93 respectively. 
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Table 4.5: f3-D-Glucose and f3-D-Galactose populations in the aqueous phase 

conformer ~-D-G I ucose ~-D-Galactose 

Normalised Normalised 
Population orwell Population orwell 

gg 59.21 3.32 

gt 34.88 79.60 

tg 0.82 10.15 

These distributions agree quite well with experimental NMR values. Bock et al. 16 reported 

gg:gt:tg for glucose to be 52:41:7 while Nishida et a1.43
,44 reported gg:gttg = 53:45:2 for 

glucose and gg:gt:tg = 18:61:21 43 for galactose. These NMR studies used chiral 

deuteration at C6 to aid in the assignment of proton I H NMR spectra. A variety of glucose 

derivatives with protecting groups were also studied and used to validate the assignments 

made. 

The NMR experiments conducted on monosaccharides so far cannot give any indication of 

transition state populations (perhaps this would be possible using low temperature NMR). 

Another way of comparing the computational and experimental work is to modify the 

computational populations by incorporating the transition state populations into the nearest 

well population. This gives gg:gt:tg = 59.62:38.78: 1.60 for glucose and gg:gttg = 

3.36:85.45: 11.19 for galactose. These populations also compare favourably with the 

experimental data. 

4.4.5 Summary 

In summary, solvation of glucose changes the preferred population from gg>tg>gt to 

gg>gt>tg. The strong intramolecular hydrogen bond in the tg conformer made it lower in 

energy in the gaseous phase. Enthalpically this must still have approximately the same 

strength. In solution the water-hydroxyl hydrogen bonds compete with the intramolecular 

hydrogen bond between the 4-hydroxyl and 6-hydroxyl in the tg conformer. We have 

shown that intramolecular hydrogen bonds can be disrupted by competitive water

hydroxyl interactions and that 4-hydroxyl and 6-hydroxyl phase space is much more freely 

sampled in solution (See Figures 4.19 and 4.27). 
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Similarly, solvation of galactose changes the preferred population from gt>gg>tg to 

gt>tg>gg. The gg conformer had unfavourable steric and dipole-dipole interactions which 

were 'reduced' by a strong hydrogen bond interaction in the gaseous phase. As with the tg 

conformer of glucose, solvation of the gg conformer of galactose disrupts the 

intramolecular hydrogen bond. Figures 4.19 and 4.27 show the conformational motifs 

sampled during the dynamics simulation. Although the gg conformer of galactose contains 

the favourable hyperconjugative resonance described by NBO; the unfavourable steric and 

dipole-dipole interactions dominate and the gg conformer is not preferred. 
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CONCLUSIONS 

The PM3CARB-1 model has been successful at describing the energetics and conformers 

of monosaccharides in the gas and solution phase. It can be considered a good substitute 

for time-consuming ab initio calculations. Although PM3CARB-1 is slower than MM 

methods, specific bond, angle and torsional angIe parameter terms are explicitly accounted 

for meaning that it is more easily applicable to generic carbohydrate simulations. 

Furthermore, the effect of electrons is implicitly included in these simulations unlike in 

MM simulations. The barrier heights for rotation of the hydroxymethyl group were found 

to be lower in PM3CARB-1 calculations than for the OFT calculations carried out. This 

suggests that some improvements can be made to the PM3CARB-1 method. The 

comparison of the 6-31 G* and 6-31 +G** basis sets in the OFT calculations suggests that 

diffuse functions are important and should be implemented where possible. 

Computationally, the PM3CARB-1 model is not particularly difficult to implement. One 

must make sure that the simulation program used (CHARMM48 in this case) can correctly 

perform Semi Empirical calculations (by testing against benchmarks). The molecule to be 

simulated can be implemented as usual in CHARMM48 with minor modifications to the 

topology (all atoms must have no MM charge, as shown in Appendix A). At present the 

lack of parallelisation of the Semi Empirical code limits its application. However, the 

PM3CARB-1 model is easy to implement and is a good model for describing 

conformations in carbohydrates. 

The gauche preference in two monosaccharides, glucose and galactose, has been explained 

by using QM/MM dynamics. The Helmholtz free energy for the rotation of the 

hydroxymethyl group was calculated by implementing umbrella sampling and WHAM 

with PMF techniques. Electronic effects that contributed to the gauche preference in these 

monosaccharides were explained by applying AIM and NBO analysis. Specifically, the 

role of the hyperconjugative effect between aC-H and a*c-o orbitals and the effect of 

intramolecular hydrogen bonding. Solvent (water) affected the gauche rotational 

preference by competitive hydrogen bond interactions with the monosaccharide hydroxyl 
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groups. The solution gauche preferences and populations for glucose and galactose 

(gg:gt:tg = 59.21 :34.88:0.83 and gg:gttg = 3.32:79.60: 1 0.15.) agreed well with 

experimental NMR 164
3,44 data. 

In summary, a variety of methods have been implemented in this dissertation and these 

have been successful at describing the role of electronic and solvent effects in 

monosaccharide conformational preferences. 
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Appendix 

A.l - PM3CARB-l Parameters 

USS II -13 514849 

BETAS H -4.011786 

ALFA II 2753199 

USS 0 -90 938073 

upp 0 -76 932200 

BETAS 0 -44449581 

BFIAP 0 -35343869 

ALFA 0 3.031867 

END 

A.2 - Force Field Modifications 

RESI BGLQ a 00000 I 4Cl Beta-D-glucopyranose monomer 

GROU 

ATOM Cl CBS 

ATOM HI liAS 

ATOM 01 OilS 

A TOM HO I 1I0S 

ATOM C5 CTS 

ATOM H5 HAS 

ATOM 05 OES 

ATOM C2 CTS 

ATOM H2 HAS 

ATOM 02 OHS 

ATOM H02 HOS 

ATOM C3 C'IS 

ATOM 1-13 HAS 

I Quantum Ready 

0000 I 

0000 I 

0000 I 

0000 I 

0000 I 

0000 I 

0000 I 

0000 

a 000 

0000 

000(1 

0(100 

0000 

ATOM 03 OHS 0000 

A TOM 1103 HOS 0000 

A TOM C4 CTS 0 000 

ATOM H4 HAS 0000 

ATOM 04 OHS 0000 

ATOM H04 HOS OOClO 

ATOM C6 CPS 0000 

ATOM H61 liAS 0 000 
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A TOM H62 HAS 0000 

ATOM 06 OHS a 000 

ATOM H06 HOS 0000 

BOND CI 01 

BOND C2 H2 

BONDC3 03 

BOND04 H04 

CI HI 

C2 02 

03 H03 

C4 C5 

01 HOI 

02 H02 

C3 C4 

C5 H5 

CI 05 

C2 C3 

C4 H4 

C5 C6 

CI C2 

C3 H3 

C4 04 

C6 H61 

BOND C6 H62 C6 06 06 H06 C5 05 

I I J K L R(IK) T(IKJ) PHI T(JKL) R(KL) 

IC 01 C2 'CI HI 

IC 01 05 'CI C2 

IC 02 C3 'C2 H2 

IC 02 CI 'C2 C3 

IC 03 C4 'C3 H3 

IC 03 C2 'C3 C4 

IC 04 C5 'C4 H4 

IC 04 C3 'C4 C5 

IC C6 05 'C5 115 

IC C6 C4 'C5 05 

IC 06 H62 'C6 H61 

138901057511454108.1710950 

I 3890 I II 55 117()6 11006 1.5340 

14154 11227-118.21 108.23 10919 

I 4154 II 0.87 -125.56 11108 I 5253 

14157 110.61 12065 108.81 11068 

1.4157 10809 120.77 10986 15177 

1.4252 110.90 -120 61 108.35 1.1024 

14252 10831 -12208 III 17 15287 

1.5099 10810 118.69 10965 I 1042 

I 5099 11157 119.10 108.69 I 4274 

1.4132110.47-120321078510945 

IC 06 C5 'C6 H62 1.4132 11045 -121.53 108.99 I 0959 

IC 05 CI C2 C3 1.4254 110.06 5409 III 08 1.5253 

IC CI C2 C3 C4 

IC C2 C3 C4 C5 

IC C3 C4 C5 05 

IC C4 C5 05 CI 

IC C5 05 CI C2 

IC C4 C5 C6 06 

IC 05 CI 01 HOI 

15340 11108 -5123 109.86 1.5177 

I 5253 109.86 53.25 III 17 I 5288 

15177 11117 -57.46108.69 1.4274 

15288 108.69 6225 113.77 1.4254 

I 4274 113.77 -60.97 11006 I 5340 

15287 II 1.57 -170 28 110.45 I 4132 

1.4254 III 55 74.87 10783 09684 

IC CI C2 02 H02 15340 110.87 -100.51 112.13 0.9638 

[C C2 C3 03 H03 15253108.09-165.881[2.080.9730 

IC C3 C4 04 H04 15177 10831 [34 [8 10697 0.9713 

[C C5 C6 06 H06 15099 [10.44 -143.88 10772 0.9641 

PATC F[RS NONE LAST NONE 

RESI BGAQ 000000 I 4CI Beta-D-galactopyranose monomer 

GROU I Quantum Read" 

ATOM CI CBS 0.000 I 

ATOM HI HAS 0.000 I 

ATOM 01 OHS 0.000 I 

ATOM HOI HOS 0000 I 

ATOM C5 CTS 0000 I 
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ATOM H5 HAS a 000 I 

ATOM 05 OES 0000 I 

ATOM C2 CTS 0000 

ATOM H2 HAS 0000 

ATOM 02 OHS 0000 

ATOM H02 HaS 0000 

A TOM C3 CTS 0000 

ATOM H3 HAS 0000 

ATOM 03 OHS 0000 

ATOM H03 HaS 0000 

ATOMC4 CTS 0000 

ATOM H4 liAS 0 000 

A TOM 04 OHS 0000 

A TOM H04 HOS 0000 

A TOM C6 CPS 0 000 

ATOM H61 liAS 0000 

ATOM 1162 liAS 0000 

ATOM 06 OHS 

ATOM H06 HOS 

BOND CI 01 

BOND C2 112 

BONDC3 03 

BOND 04 1104 

0000 

0000 

CI HI 

C2 02 

03 1103 

C4 C5 

01 HOI 

02 H02 

C3 C4 

C5 H5 

CI 05 

C2 C3 

C4 114 

C5 C6 

BOND C6 H62 C6 06 06 1106 C5 05 

I I J K L R(lK) T(lKJ) PHI TOKL) R(KL) 

CI C2 

C3 H3 

C4 04 

C6 H61 

IC 01 C2 *CI HI 

IC 01 05 *CI C2 

IC 02 C3 *C2 H2 

IC 02 CI *C2 C3 

IC 03 C4 'C3 H3 

IC 03 C2 *C3 C4 

IC 04 C5 *C4 H4 

IC 04 C3 *C4 C5 

IC C6 as *C5 H5 

IC C6 C4 *C5 05 

IC 06 H62 *C6 H61 

1.3890105.75114.54108.1710950 

I 3890 111.55 11706 II 006 1.5340 

IAI54 11227-118.21 10823 1.0919 

I 4154 I 10 87 -125 56 I I I 08 I 5253 

IAI57 110.61 12065 10881 I 1068 

14157 1()809 12077 109.86 15177 

I 4215 107.18 119 92 II 0 37 I 10()4 

I 4215 II 0.06 II 8.59 II I 17 I 5289 

15099 108.10 118.69 109.65 11042 

1.5099 111.57 11910 lOS 69 14274 

IA132 11047-12032 107.85 10945 

IC 06 C5 'C6 H62 1.4132 11045 -12153 108.99 10959 

IC 05 C I C2 C3 1.4254 11006 5409 I I I 08 I 5253 

IC CI C2 C3 C4 1.5340111.08 -5123 109.86 15177 

IC C2 C3 C4 C5 15253 109.86 5325 III 17 15288 

IC C3 C4 C5 05 15177 111 17 -57.46 108.69 14274 

IC C4 C5 as C I 1.5288 108.69 62.25 113.77 I A254 
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IC C5 05 CI C2 14274 11377 -60.97 11006 15340 

IC C4 C5 C6 06 I 5287 II I 57 -170 28 I 10 45 1.4132 

IC 05 CI 01 HOI I 4254 111.55 7487 107.83 () 9684 

IC CI C2 02 H02 1.5340 110.87 -100.51 11213 09638 

IC C2 C3 03 H03 1.5253 10809 -165.88 11208 09730 

IC C3 C4 04 H04 1.5177 108.31 13418 106.97 0.9713 

IC C5 C6 06 H06 1.5099 110.44 -143.88 107.72 0.9641 

PATC FIRS NONE LAST NONE 

RESI AGLQ 000000 I 4C I alpha-f)-glucopyranose monomel 

GROU I Quantum Ready 

ATOMCI CTS 0000 I 

ATOM HI HAS 0.000 I 

ATOM 01 OHS 0000 I 

ATOM HOI HOS 0000 I 

ATOM C5 CTS 0000 I 

ATOM H5 HAS 0000 I 

ATOM 05 OES 0000 I 

GROU 

ATOM C2 CTS 0000 

ATOM H2 HAS 0000 

ATOM 02 OHS 0000 

ATOM H02 HOS 0000 

GROU 

ATOM C3 CTS 0000 

ATOM H3 HAS 0000 

ATOM 03 OHS 0000 

A TOM H03 1I0S 0000 

GROU 

ATOMC4 CTS 0000 

ATOM H4 HAS 0000 

ATOM 04 OHS 0000 

ATOM H04 HOS 0000 

GROU 

ATOM C6 CPS 0000 

ATOM H61 HAS 0000 

ATOM H62 HAS 0000 

ATOM06 OHS 0000 

ATOM H06 HOS 0000 

BOND CI 01 CI HI 01 HOI CI 05 CI C2 

BONDC2 112 C2 02 02 H02 C2 C3 C3 113 

BONDC3 03 03 H03 C3 C4 C4 H4 C4 04 

BOND 04 H04 C4 C5 C5 H5 C5 C6 C6 1161 
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BONDC6 H62 C6 06 06 H06 C5 05 

I I J K L R(lK) T(IKJ) PHI T(.IKL) R(KL) 

IC 01 ('2 *CI III I 3889 10935 -12269 108.98 10950 

1(' 01 OS *C I ('2 13889 111.55 -121.57 11006 I 5340 

IC 02 C3 *C2 H2 14154 112.27 -IIS21 IOS.23 10919 

IC 02 CI *('2 C3 14154 I 10 87 -125 56 11108 1.5253 

1(' 03 C4 *C3 H3 14157 110.61 12065 10881 I 1068 

IC 03 C2 *C3 C4 14157 lOS 09 120.77 109.S6 15177 

IC 04 C5 *C4 H4 14252 110.90 -120 61 lOS 35 I 1024 

IC 04 C3 *C4 C5 14252 IOS.31 -1220S III 17 15287 

IC C6 05 *('5 H5 1.5099 108 10 11869 109.65 I 1042 

IC C6 C4 *C5 05 1.5099 11157 11910 10869 14274 

IC 06 H62 'C6 H61 I 4132 I 1047 -120.32 107.85 10945 

IC 06 C5 *C6 1162 I 4132 11 0 45 -121 53 lOS 99 10959 

IC OS CI C2 C3 14254 11 006 5409 11108 I 5253 

IC CI ('2 C3 C4 15340 III 08 -51 23 10986 1.5177 

1(' C2 ('3 C4 ('5 I 5253 109.86 5325 III 17 1.5288 

IC C3 C4 ('5 05 I 5177 11117 -5746 10869 1.4274 

1(' C4 ('5 05 ('I 15288 108 69 62 25 I 13 77 14254 

IC C5 OS ('I C2 1427-1 I I 3 77 -60 97 I 10 06 I 5340 

IC ('4 C5 C6 06 I 5287 11157 -170 28 11045 14132 

1(' 05 CI 01 HOI I 4254 III 55 7487 10783 09684 

IC CI C2 02 H02 1.5340 11087 -100.51 112.13 0.9638 

IC C2 C3 03 1103 I 5253 108.09 -165.88 112.08 0.9730 

IC C3 C4 04 H04 15177 10831 134 18 106.97 09713 

1(' C5 C6 06 H06 1.5099 11044 -143.88 10772 09641 

PATC FIRS NONE LAST NONE 

RES! AGAQ 000000 I 4C I alpha-D-glucopyranose monomer 

GROU I Quantum Ready 

ATOMCI CTS 0000 I 

ATOM!!I HAS 0000 I 

AIOMOI OHS 0000 I 

ATOM HOI 1I0S a (l00 I 

ATOM C5 CTS 0000 I 

ATOM H5 HAS 0000 I 

ATOM OS OES 0000 I 

GROU 

ATOM C2 CTS 0000 

ATOM H2 HAS 0000 

ATOM 02 OHS 0000 

ATOM H02 I!OS (JOOO 
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GROU 

ATOMC3 CTS 0000 

ATOM H3 HAS 0000 

ATOM 03 OHS 0000 

A TOM H03 HOS 0 ODD 

GROU 

ATOM C4 CTS 0000 

ATOM H4 HAS 0000 

ATOM 04 OHS 0000 

ATOM H04 HOS 0000 

GROU 

ATOM C6 CPS 0000 

ATOM H61 HAS 0000 

ATOM H62 HAS 0000 

AIOM060HS 0000 

A TOM H06 HOS 0000 

BONDCI 01 

BOND C2 H2 

BONDC3 03 

BOND04 H04 

CI HI 

C2 02 

03 H03 

C4 C5 

01 HOI 

02 H02 

C3 C4 

C5 H5 

CI 05 

C2 C3 

C4 H4 

C5 C6 

BOND Cli H62 C6 06 06 H06 C5 05 

I I J K L R(lK) T(IKJ) PHI T(JKL) R(KL) 

CI C2 

C3 H3 

C4 04 

Cli H61 

IC 01 C2 'CI HI 1.3889 109.35 -122.69 108.98 10950 

IC 01 05 'CI C2 

IC 02 C3 'C2 H2 

IC 02 CI 'C2 C3 

IC 03 C4 'C3 H3 

IC 03 C2 'C3 C4 

IC 04 C5 'C4 H4 

IC 04 C3 'C4 C5 

IC Cli 05 'C5 H5 

IC C6 C4 'C5 05 

IC 06 H62 'C6 H61 

I 3889 11155 -12157 110.06 I 5340 

1.4154 11227 -11821 10823 10919 

14154 110.87 -125.56 11108 15253 

14157 110.61 120.li5 108.81 11068 

1.4157 10809 12077 109.86 15177 

14215 107.18 119.92 11037 11004 

I 4215 110 06 118 59 II I 17 I. 5289 

1.5099 10810 118.69 10965 I 1042 

I 5099 III 57 119 10 10869 I 4274 

14132 11047 -12032 10785 10945 

IC 06 C5 'Cli H62 I 4132 11045 -121 53 10899 U)959 

IC 05 C I C2 C3 I 4254 110.06 54.09 III 08 1.5253 

IC CI C2 C3 C4 15340111.08-51231098615177 

IC C2 C3 C4 C5 

IC C3 C4 C5 05 

IC C4 C5 05 CI 

IC C5 05 CI C2 

IC C4 C5 C6 06 

IC 05 CI 01 HOI 

1.5253 10986 5325 III 17 15288 

1.5177 III 17 -5746 108.69 14274 

1.5288 108.69 62.25 11377 14254 

1.4274 113 77 -60.97 11006 I 5340 

15287 11157 -170.28 110.45 IAI32 

14254 111.55 7487 107.83 09684 
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IC CI C2 02 H02 1.5340 11087 -100.51 11213 09638 

IC C2 C3 03 HOJ I 5253 10809 -16588 11208 09730 

Ie C3 C4 04 H04 1.5177 I U8 31 I 34 I 8 106 97 () 9713 

IC C5 C6 06 H06 I 5099 110.44 -143 88 107.72 09641 

PA TC FIRS NONE LAST NONE 

B - Alpha (a)-monosaccharides 

B.t - a-glucose PMFs 
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Figure B.I.I - Vacuum PMF (for the Helmholtz Free Energy) for a-glucose in the gaseous phase using 

PM3CARB-1 constrained dynamics. 
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Figure 8.1.2 - Vacuum PMF (for the Helmholtz Free Energy) for a-glucose in the gaseous phase using 

PM3CAR8-1 unconstrained dynamics. 
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Figure 8.1.3 - Aqueous solution PMF (for the Helmholtz Free Energy) for a-glucose using PM3CARB-l 

QM/MM constrained dynamics. 
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·180 ·120 ·60 60 120 180 

05·C5·CS·OS Dihedral Angle 

Figure B.1.4 - Aqueous solution PMF (for the Helmholtz Free Energy) for a-glucose using PM3CARB-I 

QM/MM unconstrained dynamics. 

B.2 - a-galactose PMFs 
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Figure B.2.1 - Vacuum PMF (for the Helmholtz Free Energy) tor a-galactose in the gaseous phase using 

PM3CARB-1 constrained dynamics. 
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Figure B_2_2 ~ Vacuum PMF (for the Helmholtz Free Energy) tor a-galactose in the gaseous phase using 

PM3CARB-1 unconstrained dynamics_ 
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Figure 8.2.3 ~ Aqueous solution PMF (tor the Helmholtz Free Energy) lor a-galactose using PM3CARB-1 

QM/MM constrained dynamics. 
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Figure 13.2.4 - Aqueous solution PMF (for the Helmholtz Free Energy) for a-galactose using PM3CARB-l 

QM/MM unconstrained dynamics_ 

C - Unconstrained dynamics PMFs for glucose and galactose 
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Figure C.l.1 - Vacuum PMF (for the Helmholtz Free Energy) for glucose In the gaseous phase using 

PM3CARB-l unconstrained dynamics. 
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Figure C.1.2 - Vacuum PMF (for the Helmholtz Free Energy) for galactose In the gaseous phase using 

PM3CARB-1 unconstrained dynamics. 
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Figure C.1.3 - Aqueous solution PMF (for the Helmholtz Free Energy) for glucose using PM3CARB-l 

QM/MM unconstrained dynamics. 
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Figure C.1A - Aqueous solution PMF (for the Helmholtz Free Energy) for galactose using PM3CARB-l 

QM/MM unconstrained dynamics. 

D - Ring constraints as applied to constrained vacuum and water simulations 

I CONSTRAIN CODE FOR GLUCOSE THE SAME APPLIES FOR GALACTOSE 

set e 54.09 

set d -51.23 

set e 53.25 

set f -5746 

set g 6225 

set h -60.97 

I Constraming EndoeyeiJc torsion angles 

cons dlhe glue I 05 glue I CI glue I C2 glue I C3 force 5 min @e 

cons dlhe glue I C I glue 1 C2 glue I C3 glue I C4 force 5 ml11 (wd 

cons dlhe glue I C2 glue 1 C3 glue I C4 glue 1 C5 force 5 min (ale 

cons dlhe glue I C3 glue 1 C4 glue I C5 glue I 05 toree 5 mill @f 

cons dlhe glue I C4 glue I C5 glue I 05 glue I CI force 5 mlll@g 

cons dihe glue I C5 glue 1 05 glue 1 C I glue I C2 toree 5 mm @h 
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